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Abstract
Simulations are used in science and industry to predict the performance of technical
systems. Adjoint derivatives of these simulations can reveal the sensitivity of the system
performance to changes in design or operating conditions, and are increasingly used in
shape optimisation and uncertainty quantification. Algorithmic differentiation (AD) by
source-transformation is an efficient method to compute such derivatives.
AD requires an analysis of the computation and its data flow to produce efficient
adjoint code. One important step is the activity analysis that detects operations that
need to be differentiated. An improved activity analysis is investigated in this thesis
that simplifies build procedures for certain adjoint programs, and is demonstrated to
improve the speed of an adjoint fluid dynamics solver. The method works by allowing a
context-dependent analysis of routines.
The ongoing trend towards multi- and many-core architectures such as the Intel
XeonPhi is creating challenges for AD. Two novel approaches are presented that replicate
the parallelisation of a program in its corresponding adjoint program. The first approach
detects loops that naturally result in a parallelisable adjoint loop, while the second
approach uses loop transformation and the aforementioned context-dependent analysis
to enforce parallelisable data access in the adjoint loop. A case study shows that both
approaches yield adjoints that are as scalable as their underlying primal programs.
Adjoint computations are limited by their memory footprint, particularly in unsteady
simulations, for which this work presents incomplete checkpointing as a method to
reduce memory usage at the cost of a slight reduction in accuracy.
Finally, convergence of iterative linear solvers is discussed, which is especially rele-
vant on accelerator cards, where single precision floating point numbers are frequently
used and the choice of solvers is limited by the small memory size. Some problems that
are particular to adjoint computations are discussed.
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Simulations are sometimes called ‘the third pillar of science’, bridging the gap between
theoretical models and practical experiments. Simulations can still be feasible when
experiments are too costly, time consuming, or risky. On the other hand, even if a problem
is too complex for a theoretical analysis, simulations can increase our understanding of
a system in ways that an experiment can not.
This is especially true if the simulation is combined with adjoint differentiation,
which not only predicts the behaviour of the system, but also produces derivatives that
identify the most influential aspects of the system’s design and operating conditions.
1.1 Adjoint derivatives
Adjoint derivatives serve as a crucial ingredient for methods as diverse as gradient-based
optimisation, uncertainty quantification, parameter identification, inverse modelling,
and mesh smoothing. For example, adjoint derivatives of a computational fluid dynamics
(CFD) simulation of an aircraft in flight can provide the derivatives of the aircraft’s
overall air resistance with respect to displacement of each of its surface points, which
directly reveals how the shape can be changed to improve the aerodynamic efficiency of
the aircraft. Adjoints gained popularity in optimal control [99, 101] before making their
way into other application domains, including geophysics [131], finance [28, 90, 118],
neural networks [43], structural mechanics [24, 125], CFD [61, 87], and multi-physics
applications that combine several of these disciplines [108, 146].
The strategies to compute adjoints for discretised models fall broadly in the two
categories continuous and discrete, which are equivalent in the limit of infinitely high
resolution, but differ in practice [114]. Continuous adjoint methods are developed by
adjoint differentiation of the underlying material model, followed by a discretisation
of the resulting adjoint model. In contrast, discrete adjoint models are the result of an
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adjoint differentiation of an already discretised material model. While the continuous
approach has been used with good success [3, 89, 126], discrete adjoints are guaranteed
to yield consistent results, a desirable property that is further explained in Section 2.2,
and this work is solely concerned with discrete methods, although at least some of the
presented results are applicable to discrete and continuous methods alike.
Discrete adjoint methods come in several flavours, which are mathematically equiv-
alent in the limit of vanishing roundoff errors. One can differentiate the discretised
adjoint flow equations, and then implement a program that solves these equations either
by hand [110] or by using code generation [46]. Neither of this was attempted in this
work. Instead, one can generate an adjoint solver from the source code of a CFD program,
a process that can be made less error-prone and more convenient by using algorithmic
differentiation (AD).
The differentiation of computer programs is almost as old [122] as the programmable
computer itself [40]. Conceptually, computer programs are straightforward to differen-
tiate, as they are nothing but a mathematical function, broken down into a sequence
of simple operations such as additions, multiplications, or a handful of transcendental
functions, whose derivatives are known. Given this sequence, one must simply use the
chain rule of calculus to accumulate all their derivatives. If this is done in reverse,
starting from the program result and going back to the program inputs, one obtains the
adjoint derivative in a process called ‘reverse differentiation’. The adjoint derivative can
be used to reconstruct the Jacobian matrix of the underlying function, and is an efficient
way to do so for programs with many inputs and few outputs.
As computers are becoming more powerful, the demand for more accurate simula-
tions is growing along with the size and complexity of simulation programs [88]. This
has transformed AD from a simple exercise in calculus into a challenging problem in
computer science and software engineering, and has motivated the development of many
AD tools. Some of them use the operator overloading capabilities of most modern pro-
gramming languages [66, 104] to compute derivatives, which is straightforward, but
often leads to excessive runtimes and memory footprints. Other AD tools transform a
given input source code into a code that implements the corresponding adjoint program.
Such source-transformation AD tools [14, 55, 74, 120] have a long history [150], and can
produce adjoint programs with very competitive performance [113]. They are routinely
used in some practical applications, despite the fact that they are restricted to few
languages (or a subset of their language features).
Source transformation tools can improve the performance of derivative code sig-
nificantly through an analysis of the input code, to determine properties such as data
dependencies, intermediate results that must be stored or recomputed [73], or pointer
destinations and aliasing [129]. Activity analysis, which is the process of identifying
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operations and variables that need to be differentiated, is especially important to reduce
the amount of derivative computations [45, 74, 96, 142]. One of the central results of
this thesis is an improvement to this analysis.
1.2 Recent challenges
There is an ongoing trend towards massively parallel computations at low clock speeds,
caused by a stall in achievable processor clock rates [135], as well as a growing concern
for energy-efficient computing. This challenge is unlikely to disappear in the near future,
as information technology is already surpassing air travel in its CO2 emissions and its
electricity use is growing fast [48]. As simulation programs are adapted to new, more
power-efficient multicore CPUs [102] or accelerator cards such as Intel XeonPhi [140] or
Nvidia Tesla, differentiation techniques have to follow suit.
1.2.1 Too many cores
On modern processors such as the XeonPhi accelerator with 60 or more cores and 240 or
more available threads, a program that does not utilise parallelism will neither use much
of that processor’s computational power, nor much of the available memory bandwidth.
With the growing number of cores, work needs to be partitioned in ever-smaller portions
that can be done in parallel, and synchronisation overheads are a growing concern [19].
OpenMP [35] is often used to create parallel programs for such a shared-memory parallel
environment.
Research on parallel discrete adjoint computations using distributed memory and
message passing has been ongoing for a long time [81, 119, 139, 157, 159], while differ-
entiation techniques suitable for shared-memory programs are only recently becoming a
research subject [49, 50, 56]. Reverse-differentiation causes a reversal of the data flow,
which may cause race conditions in an adjoint code even if the primal computation is
embarrassingly parallel. This is a particular problem for shared-memory-parallel code,
where communication between threads is not always detectable at compile-time. It is
thus not surprising that most previous results are restricted to the forward-mode [21–
23], or result in a conservative parallelisation with poor performance or high memory
footprint in many practical cases [49, 50, 56, 138].
At the same time, previous work presented a highly scalable hand-implementation
of discrete adjoint solvers using CUDA [38], and scalable hand-coded continuous adjoint
solvers [4]. Automatic generation of discrete adjoint solvers has been presented using the
finite element method, albeit with an approach that is neither applicable to finite volume
methods, nor any existing industrial code [46]. Nevertheless, these success stories show
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that scalable, efficient adjoint solvers can be developed in principle. Methods to generate
such scalable adjoint solvers using AD are another important result of this thesis.
1.2.2 The memory gap
Memory size, bandwidth, and latency of modern computers are improving more slowly
than the computational power [174]. Accelerators take this trend to a new extreme. A
XeonPhi offers 8 Gigabytes of memory in the currently most common configuration,
an unimpressive number that is rivalled by consumer grade laptops and high-end
smartphones. At the same time, the XeonPhi achieves one trillion (1012) floating point
operations per second in double precision, which is more than an order of magnitude
above most CPUs on the market today. As a result, the memory footprint of a program
is a particular concern on accelerators. To make matters worse, adjoint computations
are notorious for their large memory footprint, as they need to store intermediate
states of the original computation, so-called ‘checkpoints’, which are required during the
reverse-accumulation of derivatives.
Reducing the memory footprint of adjoint codes, particularly when applied to time-
dependent unsteady flow problems, has been a long-standing research problem. Previous
work depends on the storage of checkpoints at selected time steps, combined with a
recomputation of required program states from the nearest available checkpoint. Most
famously, this was presented in the revolve-algorithm [67] for a previously known total
number of time steps, and later for cases where the number of time steps is not known
a-priori [169]. Other work has used checkpoint compression [154, 171]. All these methods
have in common that they trade memory for computational cost. In contrast, a method
developed in this thesis offers a tradeoff between memory footprint and accuracy.
1.2.3 Reliability and roundoff
Many CFD methods such as implicit schemes for compressible [17, 176] or semi-implicit
schemes for incompressible flow [47, 163] require solving linear systems. The conver-
gence of the popular CG linear solver is well understood for exact or floating point
arithmetic [64, 123], and CG has been shown to remain accurate even if its intermedi-
ate steps are affected by large roundoff errors [151]. This property however does not
extend to differentiated CG, as has been shown for practical problems [112]. Asymmetric
systems require other methods such as BiCG, where roundoff is known to have a large
influence [9], and which can even break down in the absence of roundoff errors [155]
for certain systems. The lack of formal convergence guarantees is a particular problem
for adjoint solvers, which are in practice often used as a black box with poor initial
guesses and little understanding of the physical meaning of its intermediate values.
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More stable iterative solvers, such as GMRES with a large restart number, have memory
requirements that are prohibitive for accelerator cards. Some results in this thesis point
out open problems related to the use of iterative solvers in adjoint computations.
1.3 Contributions
Most results in this thesis are meant as stepping stones towards the routine use of
reverse-mode differentiation for shared-memory parallel code. They mostly reduce the
time to solution and memory footprint and improve the parallel scalability of adjoint
solvers generated by AD. While the contributions are relevant for all parallel computing
architectures, they are of particular value on accelerators. The work makes use of the
preexisting CFD and adjoint solver stamps [29], which is described in more detail in
Section 2.1. Other adjoint flow solvers have been developed by various authors, notably
the open-source adjoint solvers SU2 [128, 177] and OpenFoam [127, 156].
Chapter 4 discusses multi-activity differentiation, a refined activity analysis that
allows the creation of specialised differentiated procedures for each call site of the original
procedure. Such a strategy was mentioned in a previous paper [14], but its advantages
have never been investigated, and the previous implementation was restricted to forward-
mode AD. Since the detection of active and passive variables is the basis for many other
analysis steps, a refined activity analysis can lead to significant savings in memory
footprint and computational cost. In the course of this work, the method was implemented
in the Tapenade [74] AD tool, and a case study shows performance improvements when
the method is applied to the stamps CFD solver. Multi-activity differentiation can be
beneficial for serial and parallel computations on most platforms, and is shown to be
beneficial for the performance of stamps. In addition, the method has an interesting use
case for shared-memory-parallel adjoint computations.
As mentioned above, the reverse-differentiation of parallel code results in a reversal
of the data dependencies, which can preclude parallel execution of the generated adjoint
code. To address this problem, Section 5.3 presents a novel method, referred to as reflexive
shared-memory parallelism (RSMP). The method uses multi-activity differentiation to
selectively compute certain partial derivatives of the body of a parallel loop, and a
transformation technique that enforces the computation of these partial derivatives
in an order that preserves the data access pattern of the primal loop. This allows the
same parallelisation to be used in the adjoint and primal computations, and a case
study shows that RSMP can generate adjoint code that achieves the same scalability




A closely related method, referred to as symmetric shared-memory parallelism
(SSMP), is studied in the remaining parts of Chapter 5. Just like RSMP, the adjoint
codes generated with SSMP preserve the memory access pattern and scalability of their
underlying primal codes. However, SSMP does not require loop transformations, and in-
stead detects parallel loops in the primal code that naturally yield a parallel adjoint loop.
This works even for unstructured stencil computations, for which previous methods fail
to generate efficient parallel adjoint code. SSMP is incorporated into the build procedure
of stamps, and results in an efficient OpenMP-parallel adjoint CFD solver that scales as
well as the primal code on a CPU and a XeonPhi accelerator card.
While SSMP and RSMP can generate scalable code for many-core architectures,
the memory footprint of unsteady adjoint computations still precludes the use of these
processors. This is addressed in Chapter 6, where a low-cost compression scheme is
developed to reduce the checkpoint size. In contrast to the checkpointing or compression
methods that were previously presented, the new scheme, referred to as incomplete
checkpointing, does not significantly increase the computational effort, as it simply
discards some data that can be reconstructed approximately using interpolation during
the derivative computation. This is shown to result in large memory savings, while still
maintaining an acceptable accuracy.
The restrictive memory size of accelerator cards also motivates further investigation
into lower-precision computations and iterative linear solvers that use less memory.
However, the findings in Chapter 7 show that the convergence of iterative linear solvers
can be a particular problem for adjoint solvers. The chapter highlights some questions
where future research is needed.
In summary, the contributions of this thesis are
1. the context-dependent activity analysis for reverse-differentiation in Chapter 4,
2. the methods to preserve the memory access pattern of parallel code in Chapter 5,
3. the temporal and spatial checkpoint coarsening in Chapter 6, and
4. the observations about the influence of transposition and right hand sides on




This chapter briefly introduces the simulation of compressible flows in computational
fluid dynamics (CFD) in Section 2.1. Following that, Section 2.2 explains the differentia-
tion of computer programs in general, and CFD codes in particular. A discussion on linear
systems solvers and their differentiation in Section 2.3, followed by an overview of CFD-
specific implementation and parallelisation techniques in Section 2.4 and Section 2.5,
complete the chapter.
2.1 Simulating fluids with computer programs
There is to date no one-size-fits-all solution to CFD. Solution methods vary on all levels,
from the physical models that they assume the flow to follow, through the discretisation,
to their implementation. Section 2.1.1 describes laminar compressible flow, which is
an important example of a physical model in CFD. The model needs to be discretised
in some way to make it tractable for a digital computer, and the finite volume method
shown in Section 2.1.2 is a popular choice for this. Finally, the discretisation needs to be
implemented in a computer program, and stamps is presented as an example for this in
Section 2.4.
2.1.1 Conservation equations for fluid flow
A mathematical model for the behaviour of fluid flow is given by conservation equations.


















and applies to compressible and incompressible flow alike. In this equation, ρ, p and
~v denote density, pressure and velocity, ~fe contains external body forces like gravity or
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electromagnetic forces for charged fluids, and~τ is the viscous stress tensor, which for
Newtonian fluids is proportional to the shear rate of the flow, and has an additional
dependence on the divergence field in the case of compressible fluids. The evaluation of~τ
requires spatial gradients of the velocity field, whose computation will be discussed in
Section 2.1.3.
Some CFD solvers artificially increase the viscous stress in places where a high
amount of turbulence is predicted, using a model such as Spalart Allmaras, DES, or
LES [44, 148, 149], and often produce usable results even if the spatial discretisation is
too coarse to resolve turbulent flow.
The defining feature of compressible flows is the compression and expansion of the
fluid. To model it, one needs to take into account the conversion between mechanical














(ρ fe ·~v+ qh)dΩ+
∫
S
(~τ ·~v) ·~ndS, (2.2)
which describes the conservation of energy E, with the total enthalpy H, thermal
conductivity coefficient kt, temperature T, and a volume heat source qh, for example
from radiation or chemical reactions. The model for compressible flow is completed by








ρ(~v ·~n)dS = 0. (2.3)
Although the conservation laws apply equally to incompressible flow, it is common for
incompressible flow solvers to use a modified set of equations, where the conservation of
mass is enforced by a pressure equation, and the conservation of energy is not modelled
explicitly, since it is invariant. The properties of the equations are different enough
for incompressible flow to require different solver schemes, with semi-implicit schemes
that solve the momentum in each direction and the pressure separately being a popular
choice [47]. Although the numerical experiments in this work are carried out with a
compressible flow solver, the methods developed in this thesis are probably applicable to
compressible and incompressible flow solvers alike.
2.1.2 Discretisation in space and time
The finite volume method (FV) is a popular way of discretising partial differential
equations. In FV, the space is subdivided into non-overlapping elements, the collection
of which is called mesh. This task is not trivial for practical applications, and is a
research area of its own [153]. The flow field is stored as density, momentum in three
directions, energy, and possibly a turbulence variable for each of the N control volumes
14
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in a state vector ~U ∈ R6N . The control volumes can be defined to be identical with the
mesh elements. The stamps solver uses instead a dual cell approach, where a control
volume is centred at the corners of all mesh elements. Unless otherwise specified, the
terms cell and element are used to refer to control volumes throughout this work.
The volume and surface integrals for equations (2.1-2.3) are approximated in each
cell. For the volume integrals, this could be as simple as taking the product of the element
volume ‖Ω‖ and the state ~U at the midpoint xζ as∫
Ω
~UdΩ≈ ‖Ω‖ · ~U(xζ).
More accurate quadrature formulas can be used to achieve higher order accuracy [144],
and similar quadrature formulas can be used for element surfaces. Surface integrals for







where k is most often 1. . .4 for tetrahedral or 1. . .6 for hexahedral meshes. For each face,
the integral can be approximated by the product of the value at the face midpoint xk and
the face area ‖Sk‖ as ∫
Sk
~UdS ≈ ‖Sk‖ · ~U(xk),
and the function value at the midpoint of a face can be computed by interpolation from








The linear interpolation leads to a stable, but inaccurate scheme. Better interpolation
schemes have been developed, some of which also take into account the spatial gradient
of the flow field [17], whose computation is shown in Section 2.1.3. Special care needs to
be taken at boundaries, where no neighbour elements are present.
Regardless of the mesh type, quadrature formulas, interpolation schemes, or whether
finite element, finite volume, finite difference or discontinuous Galerkin schemes were
used, the discretisation of spatial variables transforms the partial differential equations
into a system of ordinary differential equations.
The time is discretised by representing the solution only at selected points in time.
The time-dependent terms in the conservation laws are approximated, for example with









As with the spatial discretisation, boundaries require special care. On the time axis, this
affects the first two time steps, for which some other scheme must be used. For all other
time steps, BDF2 requires that the two previous time steps are stored in memory. Many
other time discretisation schemes exist [25], but BDF2 is a popular choice as it is easy to
implement, second-order accurate, and unconditionally stable [47].
If the space was discretised using N cells, the discretised conservation equations can
be expressed in a function F :R6N →R6N such that a solution to the equations satisfies
F(~U)= 0,
or equivalently, the residual vector
~R := F(~U) (2.4)
has norm zero if ~U is a solution. It is easy to see that the iterative scheme
~U t̃+1,t = ~U t̃,t +c ·F(~U t̃,t) (2.5)
has a fixed point at the solution to the conservation equations. The scheme can in
many cases be made stable by selecting a sufficiently small constant c. Alternatively, a
Newton-like scheme given by
~U t̃+1,t = ~U t̃,t − (∇F(~U t̃,t))−1 ·F(~U t̃,t) (2.6)
can often find the solution in fewer iterations, but requires a linearisation of F and the
solution to a linear system. It is often preferable to use a preconditioner ~P ≈∇F(~U) as
~U t̃+1,t = ~U t̃,t − ~P −1 ·F(~U t̃,t) (2.7)
and chose ~P such that it resembles ∇F(~U t̃) enough to accelerate convergence, but is
as sparse and easy to invert as possible. Good preconditioners must strike a balance
between reducing the number of iterations, the cost of each iteration, and stability in a
wide range of applications, possibly with poor initial guesses.
This work uses a dual time stepping scheme, where an outer loop computes one time
step after another, for which each time step t corresponds to a point in physical time.
For each time step, an inner loop implements the iterative process (2.7) that evolves the
state vector in a series of pseudo time steps t̃ until an accurate solution has been found.
The end result of this inner loop represents the actual flow state at that point in time,
and enters the BDF2 term for the following two time steps. For readability, the pseudo
time step will not be explicitly shown in the remainder of this work.
16
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2.1.3 Spatial gradient calculation
Spatial gradients describe how a quantity changes with spatial location in a given flow
field, and play an important role in CFD, for instance during high-order interpolation of
flow properties from element centre points to face centre points, or for the evaluation of
viscous stresses. One way of computing gradients is given by the Green-Gauss theorem,
which states that for an element Ω, the volume integral over the gradient ∇~U is equal to











which can be computed using the surface integration techniques discussed in Sec-
tion 2.1.2.
2.2 Differentiating computer programs
The differentiation of computer programs transforms a given program, referred to as
the primal program, into a derivative program such that the result of the derivative
program represents the mathematical derivative of the primal program outputs with
respect to its inputs. This section gives a brief summary of this topic. For a more detailed
discussion, the reader is referred to [65, 68, 117].
Not all mathematical functions are differentiable everywhere. Famous counter-
examples are the square root or absolute value functions. There are even mathematical
functions that are not differentiable anywhere, with the Dirichlet or Weierstrass function
being notable examples. Indeed, differentiability requires that a function is continu-
ous, making all integer functions non-differentiable. It is not surprising, then, that
not all computer programs are differentiable either, and that the differentiation of a
computer programs requires that this program implements some piecewise differentiable
mathematical function.
There are a variety of methods in the literature that aim at computing derivatives
of computer programs, as illustrated in Figure 2.1. The methods differ in accuracy (see
Section 2.2.4), implementation effort, and runtime (see Section 2.2.1). A related method,
called the continuous adjoint method, is not actually a method to differentiate computer
programs, but rather a method to differentiate physical models. It competes with the
discrete adjoint method used in this work, and successful applications of continuous
adjoint solvers on accelerator cards have been achieved by other authors [4], but have




























Figure 2.1: Many roads lead to derivatives. Forward and reverse methods have a fun-
damentally different runtime complexity, which is the subject of Section 2.2.1. Finite
differences and tangent-linear derivatives have the same runtime, but different accu-
racies, and similarly, continuous and discrete adjoints have the same complexity, but
differ in accuracy. This is discussed in Section 2.2.4. Within discrete methods, operator-
overloading and source-transformation approaches differ in their implementation effort,
and while both have the same asymptotic runtime complexity, their runtimes typically
differ by some constant factor. These matters are discussed in Section 2.2.3.
2.2.1 Forward and reverse
Given a computer program with runtime T that implements
J = P(~α), J ∈Rm, ~α ∈Rn, (2.10)
a forward method creates a program, referred to as tangent-linear program, that com-
putes the product of the Jacobian matrix ∇P with some seed vector ~̇α ∈Rn as
J̇ = (∇P(~α))~̇α. (2.11)
In contrast, a reverse method creates a program, referred to as adjoint program that
computes the product of the transpose Jacobian matrix with some seed vector J̄ ∈Rm as
~̄α= (∇P(~α))T J̄. (2.12)
In both cases, the evaluation of the matrix vector product is performed without com-
puting or storing the full Jacobian matrix ∇P, and with a runtime of O (T). Forward
methods can be implemented in various ways, for example using finite differences or
algorithmic differentiation. Reverse methods can be implemented by using algorithmic
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differentiation. Note that the word gradient is used in this work to refer to spatial
gradients as described in gradient, whereas the result of differentiation of computer
programs is referred to as a derivative throughout.
A user who is interested in obtaining ∇P can repeatedly call the tangent-linear
program, using the cartesian basis vectors in Rn as seeds. This yields the complete
Jacobian in a runtime of O (nT). Alternatively, by calling the adjoint program repeatedly
with all cartesian basis vectors in Rm, the Jacobian can be computed with runtime O (mT).
Reverse methods can greatly reduce the computational cost if m ¿ n. If the sparsity
pattern of the Jacobian matrix is known, it is sometimes possible to compute multiple
non-overlapping rows with a single call to the tangent-linear program, and similarly, to
compute multiple non-overlapping columns with a single call to the adjoint program. This
process is called seeding in the literature [68]. Finding an optimal seeding can be reduced
to a graph colouring problem [161], and is therefore NP-hard [53]. Practical algorithms
have been developed to find a sufficient approximation in a reasonable time [106, 107].
2.2.2 Finite-differences and complex variables
The Finite-differences method (FD) can be used if the source code of the primal program





As with other forward methods, the computation of the full Jacobian matrix is infeasible
with FD if the number of inputs is large. Another disadvantage is that a step size h has
to be selected, where small step sizes increase the roundoff error and large step sizes
cause a truncation error.
Some languages like Fortran offer the use of complex instead of real floating point
numbers. For a function P that only uses real variables, one can create a derivative
procedure Pc by replacing all real datatypes with complex datatypes. The Jacobian-








Each evaluation is expensive, since the computations have to be carried out using
complex variables. The method does not work if the primal computation already uses
complex variables. If the step size h is chosen correctly, the derivatives are computed to




Algorithmic differentiation (AD) is the process of differentiating computer programs
following a prescribed recipe. Usually, this is at least partly automated through an AD
tool. AD approaches broadly fall into the categories operator overloading and source
transformation. Both can in principle be used in forward and reverse mode.
2.2.3.1 Source transformation
Source transformation AD works by interpreting the primal source code, and generating
the corresponding tangent-linear or adjoint source code [117]. The process happens
entirely at compile time, and can benefit from a global analysis of the program [142] that
can help to remove unneeded computations that have no effect on the final derivative
results. Some of this analysis is further explained in Section 2.2.3.3.
Source transformation in forward mode has a long history [173]. The reverse-mode is
harder to implement and understand, with developments for simple programs without
control flow [170] and for general programs with loops and branches [150] following later.
Tools that use source-transformation have been developed for a variety of languages,
including Fortran [56, 74, 162], C [16, 54, 74], Julia [134], Java [147], and MATLAB [15].
In forward mode, derivatives are traced through the program in the same direction
as the original computation. A primal floating-point variable v is augmented with a
tangent-linear variable v̇. Every operation acting on the primal variable is augmented
by a linearised operation that multiplies the tangent-linear variable with the partial
derivative of the operation, evaluated at the current values of the primal inputs to that
operation. All control flow, such as branches, loops, goto statements, or function calls,
can remain the same as in the primal program.
In reverse mode, v is augmented with an adjoint variable v̄, and the program is
first executed normally, tracing the control flow path and intermediate variables. The
partial derivatives of all operations are then multiplied with the adjoint variables of
their outputs, in a process that progresses backwards from the outputs to the inputs.
For code that does not contain branches, loops, function calls, or any other control flow,
and does not reuse any variable, an implementation of this can work by reproducing the
primal code, followed by code in which the partial derivatives of the primal operations
are computed in reverse order. If variables are overwritten in the primal computation,
values that will be needed to compute partial derivatives of nonlinear operations have
to be stored, or recomputed from other available information. For code that contains
control flow, it is necessary to store the path taken by the primal computation, such as
branch decisions, or the number of loop iterations performed [121]. This can be done by




1 w ← v1 +v2 ẇ ← v̇1 + v̇2 v̄1 ← v̄1 + w̄ v̄2 ← v̄2 + w̄
2 w ← v1 −v2 ẇ ← v̇1 − v̇2 v̄1 ← v̄1 + w̄ v̄2 ← v̄2 − w̄
3 w ← v1 ·v2 ẇ ← v̇1 ·v2 +v1 · v̇2 v̄1 ← v̄1 +v2 · w̄ v̄2 ← v̄2 +v1 · w̄
4 w ← sin(v) ẇ ← cos(v) · v̇ v̄ ← v̄+cos(v) · w̄
5 w ← cos(v) ẇ ←−sin(v) · v̇ v̄ ← v̄−sin(v) · w̄
6 w ← v1v2 ẇ ←
v̇1·v2−v1·v̇2
v22
v̄1 ← v̄1 + w̄v2 v̄2 ← v̄2 −v1 ·
w̄
v22








8 w ← tan(v) ẇ ← v̇ · (1+ tan(v)2) v̄ ← v̄+ (1+ tan(v)2) · w̄
9 w ← log(v) ẇ ← v̇v v̄ ← v̄+ w̄v
10 w ← abs(v) ẇ ← v̇ ·sign(v) v̄ ← v̄+sign(v) · w̄
Table 2.1: Rules for source transformation of selected operators and intrinsic functions.
The primals 3-10 are nonlinear, and their derivative computation thus requires that
the primal value is available. The computations in examples 6-10 are only piecewise
differentiable.
corresponding location in the adjoint code that pop this information from the stack when
it is needed. This results in a control flow reversal during the adjoint computation [160].
Derivatives of single operations for forward and reverse mode are shown in Table 2.1.
Apart from the straightforward control flow reversal and statement-wise differentiation,
source-transformation AD tools employ a variety of methods to improve the efficiency
of the generated derivative code, including elimination techniques on the computa-
tional graph [116], exploitation of independent computations [22, 72], checkpointing
schemes [67, 169] and activity analysis [45, 74, 96, 142]. Checkpointing schemes result
in a trade-off between memory usage and computational cost [33] and are discussed in
more detail in Chapter 6. Activity analysis is further discussed in Section 2.2.3.3 and
Chapter 4.
2.2.3.2 Operator overloading
AD can very elegantly be implemented using operator overloading, in languages that
support it, including Python [166], C++ [66, 79], or C#/F#/.NET [11]. The declarations for
primal floating point numbers are replaced with declarations for a datatype that stores
primal and derivative values, and overloading the operators such that they still compute
the primal values as normal, but at the same time, propagate the derivatives.
Reverse mode AD by operator overloading relies on operators that, as well as com-
puting the primal function, create a tape that stores all intermediate variables and the




Operator overloading approaches are relatively easy to implement and relatively
straightforward to use even for large code bases [2, 156], but the use of the taping
mechanism inhibits most compiler optimisations and has a memory footprint that
makes this method expensive to use on conventional computers and infeasible to use
on accelerators. For these reasons, operator overloading approaches are not further
discussed in this work.
2.2.3.3 Activity analysis
A user of AD is typically interested in the derivatives of a subset of the output variables
with respect to a subset of the input variables of a program. These subsets are commonly
referred to as dependent variables J ∈Rm and independent variables ~α ∈Rn, respectively.
The differentiable portion of a program is a subset of the overall program, and it is
assumed here that the differentiable portion is implemented in a top procedure P0 and
all other procedures in the call tree that are dominated by P0, that is, called directly or
indirectly by P0, where P0 can be written as
[J, cout]← P0(~α, cin),
and cin and cout are input and output parameters in addition to the independent and
dependent variables.
In a CFD context, the dependents could be a quantity that measures the performance
of some technical system, such as fuel consumption, lift force, or noise, while the inde-
pendents could be design inputs such as surface point coordinates. The inputs cin could
be constants such as the universal gas constant or turbulence model parameters, and
the outputs cout could be diagnostic outputs like final solver residual. The derivative
procedures only compute the derivatives of the dependent outputs with respect to the
independent inputs. The tangent-linear derivative procedure Ṗ0 computes the product
of the Jacobian of P0 with the seed vector ~̇α as
J̇ := ∂P(~α, cin)
∂~α
·~̇α, J̇ ∈Rm,






· J̄, ~̄α ∈Rn.
P
′
can be used to refer to either the tangent-linear derivative Ṗ in forward-mode AD or
the adjoint derivative P̄ in reverse mode AD. Depending on the programming language,
P0 can be a method, function, procedure or subroutine and the inputs and outputs
may be given for example as formal arguments, global variables, or class member
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variables. The same variable can be used as both an input and output to P0, and can
be both independent and dependent. This is not a contradiction: In most programming
languages, the same memory location, represented by the same variable name, can be
used for an independent input before P0 is called, and then overwritten with a dependent
output of P0. Even though both numbers reside in the same computer memory location
(albeit at different points in time) and share the same variable name in a particular
implementation of the procedure, these two are distinct mathematical objects. An AD
tool must be able to handle these cases correctly.
Industrial problem sizes dictate the use of careful performance optimisation to
keep the runtimes of the primal and derivative codes acceptable [113]. The amount
of computations in the derivative code can be reduced by performing activity analysis,
which is the process of identifying active variables in the primal code. A variable is said
to be active if its current value influences a dependent variable in a differentiable way,
and is influenced by an independent variable in a differentiable way. This knowledge
forms the basis of many subsequent code analysis and optimisation steps. The activity of
variables in a given piece of code can depend on runtime input [45]. AD tools therefore
make conservative assumptions during the activity analysis to ensure the correctness of
the derivative code. The sharpness of these assumptions is decisive for the efficiency of
the generated derivative code.
Activity analysis can be used in source-transformation AD, based on information
that is obtained from the source code of the primal program, to generate an efficient
derivative program. To this end, the tool may remove all instructions that do not con-
tribute to the derivatives, leading to significant cost savings [45, 96, 143]. The derivative
code generated in adjoint mode needs to store some intermediate results of the primal
computation, and understanding which of these intermediate results are actually needed
for the derivative computation is crucial to keep the memory footprint of the generated
program acceptable. Activity analysis is a prerequisite for all this, and is reviewed in the
remainder of this section.
In the literature on activity analysis, a variable v is commonly called varied if v
currently holds a value that was influenced by an independent variable in a differentiable
way, and useful if v influences a dependent variable in a differentiable way. If v is
currently both varied and useful, v is called active. A variable that is not active is called
passive [45, 85, 96, 143]. To ensure the correctness of the derivative code, it is necessary
for static activity analysis to treat all variables as active if they might be active for some
possible run of the input code. The actual activity can vary at runtime, e.g. depending
on user input or the current state of the program, and a given piece of source code may
have different activities each time that it is executed. Therefore, an assumed activity is
determined that is a non-strict superset of the actual activity. For the remainder of this
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work, we use the word activity to refer to the assumed activity, as this is the property
that is of practical interest, as opposed to the actual activity that we may not determine
with certainty at compile time.
It is desirable to perform as many steps of the activity analysis as possible in an
intra-procedural fashion, that is, separately for each procedure, to reduce the time and
memory requirements of the analysis. At every call site to another procedure, the analysis
depends on the precomputed differentiation dependency of the called procedure, operator
or intrinsic function. The differentiation dependency determines the way in which an
operation changes the variedness and usefulness of all affected variables. Consider a
procedure [w1 . . .wm] ← P(v1 . . .vn) with n inputs and m outputs. The differentiation
dependency of an instruction I that calls P, denoted as Diff-dep(I), is defined as a set of
variable pairs where (v,w) ∈Diff-dep(I) if and only if the value of w has a differentiable
dependence on v through the call to P. The differentiation dependency of a procedure is
the composition of the differentiation dependencies of all contained operators, intrinsic
functions and procedure calls. The differentiation dependencies can be computed in a
bottom-up sweep through the call tree, so that the property of each procedure is known
when a call to it is encountered during the analysis.
Following the differentiation dependency analysis, the activity analysis can be carried
out in a top-down sweep through the call tree. For each procedure, a forward sweep
through its flow graph is required to determine the variedness, and a reverse sweep is
required to determine the usefulness. Both can then easily be combined to determine
the activity. For each instruction I, the set of variables that are varied before and after
the execution of I are denoted as Varied−(I) and Varied+(I), respectively. The set of
variables that are useful before and after I are denoted as Useful−(I) and Useful+(I).
The relationship between these sets can be expressed in the data flow equations shown






The composition ⊗ is defined for an arbitrary set of variables S as
v2 ∈S ⊗Diff-dep(I) ⇐⇒ ∃v1 ∈S |(v1,v2) ∈Diff-dep(I)
v1 ∈Diff-dep(I)⊗S ⇐⇒ ∃v2 ∈S |(v1,v2) ∈Diff-dep(I)
As an example, consider the instruction sub : w ← v1 −v2 with inputs v1,v2 and output
w. If v1 or v2 is varied, then w becomes varied. If w is useful, then v1 and v2 become
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useful. Neither v1 nor v2 are modified. The differentiation dependency of the subtraction
operator is therefore {(v1,w), (v2,w), (v1,v1), (v2,v2)}. To illustrate the forward sweep,
assume that only v1 is varied before the subtraction. This means that Varied−(sub)=
{v1}. It follows that Varied+(sub)= {v1}⊗ {(v1,w), (v2,w), (v1,v1), (v2,v2)}= {v1,w}.
An instruction I has one successor and one predecessor, with the exception of the
first and last instruction of basic blocks such as loop bodies, or code within control flow
branches or procedures. The number of predecessors can be larger than one for the first
instruction of a basic block, and the number of successors can be larger than one for
the last instruction of a basic block. The variedness of variables before I is given by the
union of varied variables after the predecessors pre(I) of I. Similarly, the usefulness of
variables after the execution of I is given as the union of all useful variables before the










The only instruction that does not have a predecessor is the first instruction I0 of the top
procedure, denoted as I0(P0), and Varied−(I0(P0)) is the set of independent variables
as defined by the user. Likewise, the only instruction without a successor is the final
instruction of the top procedure I∞(P0), and Useful+(I∞(P0)) is given by the user-defined
set of dependent variables. For all procedures other than P0, the variedness before the
first instruction depends on the variedness before the call sites to that procedure, and
the usefulness after the last instruction depends on the usefulness after the call sites. A









where C(P) is the set of all instructions that are call sites to P. This approach can lead
to an over-estimation of the activity in P if the variedness and usefulness varies between
call sites to P, and to poor performance of the derivative code for two reasons.
1. If a variable v1 is not varied at the call site, but assumed to be varied before I0(P),
or a variable v2 is not useful at the call site, but assumed to be useful after I∞(P),
dummy derivative variables are created for v1 and v2 at the call site location. In
forward mode, v̇1 needs to be initialised to zero to avoid incorrect derivatives inside
Ṗ, while v̇2 receives a derivative value that remains unused. In reverse mode, v̄2
needs to be zeroed and v̄1 receives a value from P̄ that remains unused.
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2. Inside Ṗ or P̄, if variables are assumed to be active that are actually inactive, this
increases the instruction count and memory footprint. For example, derivatives
of operations are computed that do not actually affect or use active variables.
These derivatives may depend on otherwise unneeded intermediate variables, thus
requiring more code from the primal to be inserted into the derivative procedure to
compute these intermediate values. Even worse, this additional code may overwrite
other variables that need to be stored and retrieved or recomputed in reverse-
differentiated code, leading to a cascading effect that includes more and more
unneeded code.
Multi-activity AD can overcome this problem by creating multiple specialised differenti-
ated procedures for any given primal procedure, and is the subject of Chapter 4.
2.2.3.4 Example
To illustrate source transformation and activity analysis in forward and reverse modes,
a small example code is shown in Source code 2.1. It has an independent input vector
~α ∈R2 and a dependent scalar output J ∈R. Additionally, it has a passive input cin ∈R
and a passive output cout ∈ R. The code is written with no variable reuse and with
only one operation per line to simplify the discussion in the so-called single assignment
format. Independent of the programming language, the program can be transformed
into a directed acyclic graph (DAG) as shown in Figure 2.2 to visualise the difference
between forward and reverse differentiation. The differentiation in forward and reverse
modes is shown in Source code 2.2 and Source code 2.3.
It can be observed that variables that do not depend on ~α or do not have an influence
on J become inactive. It may be worth noting that the activity is the same for the
tangent-linear and adjoint codes.
2.2.4 Accuracy and types of errors
This section gives an overview of the kind of errors and inaccuracies that are encountered
when computing derivatives with the methods that were introdeuced in the previous
sections. Just like any floating point computation, differentiated programs suffer from
roundoff errors, caused by the fact that floating point numbers have a finite range and
number of significant digits, hence almost all real numbers are only approximately
represented. The primal and derivative codes are often affected by roundoff errors to
a similar extent, although an exception to this is presented in Chapter 7. It should be
noted that floating point numbers with any precision, or indeed any numbers that can
be stored on a digital computer with finite memory, suffer from the same problem, albeit
to a different extent.
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1 subroutine f( alpha , c_in , J, c_out )
2 real , dimension (2), intent(in) :: alpha
3 real , intent(in) :: c_in
4 real , intent(out) :: J, c_out
5 real , dimension (3) :: v
6
7 v(1) = sin(alpha (1))
8 v(2) = sqrt(alpha (2))
9 v(3) = v(2)+ c_in
10 J = v(1) * v(3)
11 c_out = v(1) / 2.0
12 end subroutine
Listing 2.1: Example code in single-assignment format. It is assumed that the user
declares alpha (~α) as an independent input, and J (J) as a dependent output. The

































Figure 2.2: Directed acyclic graph of the single assignment code in Source code 2.1.
Variables are active if and only if they lie on a path from an independent input to a
dependent output. cin is useful (as it affects a dependent output in a differentiable way),
but not varied. cout is varied (as it depends on an independent input in a differentiable
way), but not useful. Every active variable has a derivative counterpart in forward
and reverse computations. Solid arrows represent the data dependencies in the primal
computation, such that arrows point from inputs of primal operations to outputs of
the same operation. Dotted arrows likewise represent the data dependencies in the
derivative computation. Note that the dependencies are flipped in reverse mode.
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1 subroutine f_d( alpha , alpha_d c_in , J, J_d , c_out )
2 real , dimension (2), intent(in) :: alpha , alpha_d
3 real , intent(in) :: c_in
4 real , intent(out) :: J, J_d , c_out
5 real , dimension (3) :: v, v_d
6 v_d(1) = alpha_d (1)* cos(alpha (1))
7 v(1) = sin(alpha (1))
8 v_d(2) = alphad (2)/(2.0* sqrt(alpha (2)))
9 v(2) = sqrt(alpha (2))
10 v_d(3) = v_d(2)
11 v(3) = v(2) + c_in
12 J_d = v_d (1)*v(3) + v(1)* v_d(3)
13 J = v(1) * v(3)
14 c_out = v(1)/2.0
15 end subroutine
Listing 2.2: Tangent-linear code for Source code 2.1. Active variables have counter-
parts with a suffix _d (association by name). The derivative and primal computation is
interleaved. Data dependencies are the same for primal and derivative variables.
1 subroutine f_b( alpha , alpha_b c_in , J, J_b , c_out )
2 real , dimension (2), intent(in) :: alpha
3 real , dimension (2), intent(out) :: alpha_b
4 real , intent(in) :: c_in
5 real , intent(out) :: J, c_out
6 real , intent(in) :: J_b
7 real , dimension (3) :: v, v_b
8 v(1) = sin(alpha (1))
9 v(2) = sqrt(alpha (2))
10 v(3) = v(2) + c_in
11 J = v(1) * v(3)
12 c_out = v(1) / 2.0
13
14 v_b(1) = v(3)* J_b
15 v_b(3) = v(1)* J_b
16 v_b(2) = v_b(3)
17 alpha_b (2) = v_b (2)/(2.0* sqrt(alpha (2)))
18 alpha_b (1) = cos(alpha (1))* v_b(1)
19 end subroutine
Listing 2.3: Adjoint code for Source code 2.1. Active variables have derivative counter-
parts with a suffix _b (association by name). The derivative computation happens after
the primal computation is complete, and in reverse order. The data dependencies are
inverted: If a variable is an input, then its derivative counterpart is an output, and if a
variable is an output, then its derivative counterpart is an input.
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CFD programs are affected by modelling errors, which describe the mismatch be-
tween the actual physics and the partial differential equation (PDE) chosen to represent
them. In addition, they are usually affected by discretisation errors, which describe the
mismatch between the PDE and a discretisation thereof. Because of the discretisation
errors, the derivatives computed using AD only reflect the behaviour of the PDE model
in the limit of an infinitely fine discretisation. However, the computed derivatives ac-
curately reflect the derivatives of the primal program (except for roundoff errors), a
property that is referred to as consistency.
The continuous adjoint method suffers, in addition to roundoff errors and discreti-
sation errors, from a consistency error, that is, the computed derivatives reflect the
derivatives of the primal program only in the limit of vanishing discretisation errors,
which is a consequence of the rediscretisation of the differentiated physical model. It
should be noted that the discretisation of the primal and adjoint systems can be designed
such that consistency is preserved, a property that is used for example in the time
discretisation of some adjoint CFD solvers [29, 58].
Consistency does not guarantee that the physical behaviour is captured correctly,
but rather that a sufficiently small gradient-based optimisation step will actually cause
the objective function as computed by the primal program to change in the desired
direction. Furthermore, consistency makes it possible to perform meaningful verification
of derivative codes, as the derivatives computed by any two consistent methods must
match in the limit of vanishing roundoff errors.
The differentiation of fixed point iterations, such as those shown in equations (2.5)
and (2.7), can be made more efficient by evaluating the derivative only at the final
solution [31]. Such an approach is only consistent in the limit of full convergence of the
iterative scheme. The same is true for the symbolic differentiation of iterative linear
solvers outlined in Section 2.3.
Finally, the finite difference method suffers from truncation errors due to finite-sized
perturbations, in addition to the roundoff and discretisation errors of other methods. It
does not suffer from consistency errors.
2.3 Differentiating linear solvers
Linear solvers are an important part of many numerical algorithms, including implicit
CFD solvers. Given an invertible real matrix ~A and a real right hand side vector ~b, a




In the literature one can find a variety of methods for solving linear systems. The appro-
priate choice of a linear solver method depends, among other things, on the structure,
size, sparsity, and condition of ~A.
Most CFD codes use iterative linear solvers, as they are often faster, use less memory,
and are easier to parallelise than the alternative, direct solvers. Since scalability and
small memory footprint are especially important on accelerator devices, iterative solvers
are likely to remain popular. Iterative solvers create a sequence of approximate solutions
~y1,~y2, . . ., where the error (residual)
ε= ‖~b− ~A ·~yi‖
is expected to converge to zero as the iteration number i is increased. The solver is
typically stopped once the residual is small enough. The number of iterations it takes to
achieve this is influenced by the initial guess ~y0, where a poorly chosen initial guess can
slow down the solver or even prevent a solution from being found.
One may be tempted to apply AD to a program that contains an iterative linear solver.
For the more general concept of implicit functions implemented by fixed-point loops, such
an approach is known to potentially cause problems [32], as the primal solution and the
derivatives may take a different number of iterations to converge and therefore require
separate stopping criteria. For many commonly used linear solvers, little is known about
the convergence properties [10, 137], and even less is known about the convergence of
derivatives of such solvers. Previous work has found that the derivatives of certain linear
solvers computed with AD have a noisy behaviour [112]. It is shown in Section 7.4 that
even if some formal convergence guarantees can be made for real arithmetic, roundoff
errors can be a particular issue when applying AD to linear solvers.
For these reasons, as well as to improve performance and avoid issues with differen-
tiating external linear solver libraries, linear solvers are commonly excluded from the
AD process and differentiated by hand. This is helped by the fact that the solution of a
linear system is easy to differentiate symbolically [59]. For a linear solver call
~y← solve(~A,~b,~y0), (2.19)
the forward derivative can be implemented as
~̇y← solve(~A,~̇b− ~̇A~y,~̂y0), (2.20)
while the adjoint derivative can be implemented as






It is worth noting that the derivative codes require the solution of another linear system.
If iterative solvers are used for the derivative systems, one also has to provide an
initial guess ~̂y0 or ~̂b0. The system matrix for the tangent-linear code is identical to
that of the primal code, whereas the system matrix of the adjoint code is the transpose
of the primal system matrix. It is common to use the same iterative solvers for the
primal and derivative systems, and one might assume that the primal and derivative
systems will converge similarly well, as the system matrices have similar properties.
Counterexamples to this assumption are shown in Chapter 7.
The adjoint derivative ~̄y0 represents the derivative of the program output with
respect to the initial guess of the linear solver. If the solver converged, this quantity
must be zero. Otherwise, a correction term must be added to ~̄y0 to ensure consistency [1].
2.4 Implementation of primal and adjoint solvers
The work in this thesis is based on the compressible flow solver stamps [29]. It supports
explicit or implicit time stepping as shown in equations (2.5) and (2.7). The preconditioner
is either computed using the point-implicit block-Jacobi method [130] or using first-order
neighbours, optionally in combination with a geometric multigrid scheme [176].
The spatial discretisation uses a second-order node-centred finite volume scheme [17,
37]. The mesh is handled as an undirected graph, where each node represents a control
volume, and each edge represents the interface between two control volumes. The
residual function F(~U) in equation (2.4) is implemented as a loop over edges in this
graph, where an edge flux function is computed based on the flow state in the two nodes
connected by that edge, and the value of that flux function is used to accumulate the
residual at the same two nodes. This process was parallelised using the method outlined
in Section 2.5. In the stamps source code, the parallel loop over edges is contained in a
subroutine residual(~R ↑,~X ↓,~U ↓), where the output vector, denoted with ↑, is computed
based on the input vector, denoted with ↓. ~U contains the flow state and ~R contains the
residual F(~U) for all mesh nodes, and ~X contains other active mesh properties such as
node coordinates, surface normals, and cell volumes.
The adjoint solver is created using a mix of hand-differentiation and AD. The pre-
conditioning, temporal discretisation, fixed point loops, and linear solvers are hand-
differentiated, using the fact that the Runge-Kutta scheme and multigrid are self-
adjoint [58] and the differentiation of the BDF2 scheme is straightforward. The cost
function and the spatial discretisation, that is, residual and all subroutines called by it,
are differentiated using the Tapenade AD tool [74], and parallelised using the method
discussed in Chapter 5. A related method was described by Giering and Kaminski in [54].
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Since the solver finds a valid flow state ~U such that F(~U) ≈ 0 in a fixed point
iteration, the primal solver only needs to store the fully converged solution for each
physical time step, as the convergence history is not needed to compute the adjoint
derivatives. Following the procedure presented in [32], it is also unnecessary to compute
any derivatives with respect to the geometric quantities ~X in each adjoint iteration.
Instead, AD is used to create two different versions of the adjoint residual subroutine, a
process that is helped greatly by the multi-activity differentiation shown in Chapter 4.
Overall, the flow and adjoint solver can be described by the pseudo-code in Algorithm 1.
Input: Initial guess ~U0, design vector ~α
Output: Flow trajectory ~U1 . . .~U t f inal , cost J, sensitivity ~̄α
metrics(~α ↓,~X ↑)
t ← 0
while t < tfinal do // unsteady primal loop
~U t+1 ← ~U t // initial guess from previous forward step
t ← t+1
repeat
residual(~R ↑,~X ↓,~U t ↓) // primal residual()
update(~U t ↑,~R ↓)




cost_b(J ↑, J̄ ↓,~U t ↓, ~̄U t ↑,~X ↓, ~̄X ↑)
while t ≥ 0 do // unsteady adjoint loop
load(~U t ↑)
repeat
update_adj(~U t ↑, ~̄U t ↑,~R ↓, ~̄R ↑) // hand-coded adjoint of update()
residual_b_u(~R ↑, ~̄R ↓,~X ↓,~U t ↓, ~̄U t ↑) // generated by AD
until ~R ≤ cutoff
~̄Ut−1 ← ~̄Ut // initial guess for next reverse step
t ← t−1
end
residual_b_x(~R ↑, ~̄R ↓,~X ↓, ~̄X ↑,~U t ↓, ~̄U t ↑) // generated by AD
metrics_b(~α ↓,~̄α ↑,~X ↑,↓) // generated by AD
Algorithm 1: stamps primal and adjoint flow solver. The routine residual_b_u is
generated by Tapenade, with ~R as a dependent and ~U as the only independent variable.










Figure 2.3: Example of a mesh with colouring (colours shown as letters on edges). Fluxes
along all edges with the same colour can be computed in parallel. The nodes with
numbers 2 and 4 have a vertex degree of 3 (i.e., three neighbours), meaning that at least
3 colours are needed for this mesh.
2.5 Shared-memory parallelism with OpenMP
OpenMP is a standard for shared-memory parallelisation of computer programs [35].
Parallel regions are declared in the program source code using pragmas, and are ex-
ecuted in parallel by multiple threads, where the maximum number of threads that
can be efficiently executed at the same time on a given computer is usually a function
of the number of processor cores. The pragmas also declare variables as shared be-
tween threads, or as private to each thread. The standard defines, among other things,
pragmas for reduction operations, vectorisation, or execution on accelerator devices.
OpenMP pragmas should change the execution speed of the program, but not its
result. As a consequence, a program that correctly uses OpenMP pragmas computes the
same result whether it is compiled with or without enabled OpenMP compiler support.
The main obstacle in ensuring correctness of shared-memory-parallel programs lies in
the avoidance of race conditions, a programming error that can occur if a thread modifies
the value of a shared variable that is also used or changed by another thread. OpenMP
offers methods to ensure that the outcome of such operations is well defined. A technique
that is specific to avoiding race conditions in unstructured CFD codes is reviewed in this
section. Some other OpenMP constructs for this purpose are shown in Appendix A.
As described in Section 2.4, the residual computation in stamps can be regarded as a
loop over edges of a graph, wherein information is exchanged between nodes connected by
an edge. The connectivity that defines this graph is considered to be stored in edg2nde(e)
as a mapping from an edge e to the nodes l, r that are connected by e.
for e ← 1. . .nedges do
l, r ← edg2nde(i);
~R l
+←− f l(~U l ,~U r);
~Rr
+←− fr(~U l ,~U r);
end
Algorithm 2: Interface-based residual computation 1D. Note that U here refers to




Although this is not always obvious from the source code, the residual computation is
equivalent to a sum-reduction where the contributions of iterations are gathered in ~R.
If the residual computation is parallelised, race conditions can occur if the flux for two
edges that have a common node are computed simultaneously. Using an OpenMP atomic
or critical section pragma would ensure that only one thread at a time can increment
the output vector. However, this would require other threads to wait and hence slows
down the execution. Alternatively, one could use an OpenMP reduction pragma, which
results in the creation of a private copy that each thread initialises to zero, increments
by its own local contributions, and finally merges with other threads to a global result
vector. The memory footprint of this approach is not acceptable for a CFD code, especially
on a many-core machines, as it would require hundreds of copies of the residual vector.
Moreover, the performance overhead of the reduction pragma is not negligible, as each
thread contributes only to some elements, but needs to initialise the entire local copy to
zero, and the final merging will treat those vectors as dense vectors despite the number
of nonzero elements per thread only being O (nedges/nthreads).
For this reason, it is preferable to avoid write conflicts in unstructured CFD codes by
using a colouring on the edges [70] or colouring with mini-partitions [60]. This approach
has been described for other application areas as well, such as mesh smoothing [63]. The
colouring is used in this work to form groups of iterations (distinguished by "colour")
such that within each group no index in the output array is accessed more than once,
and therefore all computations within one group can be performed in parallel.
The following example may clarify the colouring approach. The residual computation
for the coloured graph in Figure 2.3 can be performed simultaneously for edges that






































Given a mesh with a valid colouring, the following statements are all equivalent.
• Two edges e1 = {v1,v2} and e2 = {v3,v4} have the same colour.
• v1,v2,v3,v4 are pairwise distinct.
• No index in the output array is written to by both the fluxes on e1 and e2.
• The flux update on e1 and e2 can be executed in parallel.
The edge flux loop in Algorithm 2 can thus be implemented as an outer serial loop
over all colours, and an OpenMP-parallel inner loop over all edges with that colour
as shown in Algorithm 3. The parallel loop requires no synchronisation except for the
implicit barrier at the end of each OpenMP parallel loop. It can be expected that the
synchronisation overhead is small, as the number of colours determines the number of
barriers, and is typically in the order of 10 for meshes used in practice.
!$OMP parallel shared(~U ,~R) private(c, e);
for c ← 1. . .ncolours do
!$OMP for;
foreach e ∈edges(c) do
l, r ← edg2nde(e);
~R l
+←− f l(~U l ,~U r);
~Rr
+←− fr(~U r,~U l);
end
end
Algorithm 3: Residual computation as a nested loop where each inner iteration
computes the flux f along one edge e, reading ~U and writing ~R at the indices l and r
that correspond to the nodes connected by that edge. Each outer iteration computes all
updates for a given colour.
The stamps solver uses a greedy edge colouring heuristic [103] without edge preordering,
which sometimes results in a higher than optimum number of colours. The maximum
vertex degree of a mesh can be used as an approximate lower bound for the minimum
number of required colours to assess the performance of the colouring heuristic [42], and
the number of required colours was found to be close to the optimum for the test cases
presented in this work.
It should be noted that the schedule for this parallelisation is determined only
after the colouring of the mesh is known, at runtime of the program. Nevertheless, the
implementation guarantees that there are no conflicting write accesses if a correct mesh
colouring is provided. If every edge has a different colour, the parallel algorithm in




The performance of the parallelisation strategy in Chapter 5 and the activity analysis in
Chapter 4, as well as the accuracy and memory footprint of the incomplete checkpointing
approach in Chapter 6, are evaluated using one of the two test cases described here.
All performance tests are run on two Intel Xeon E5-2660 CPUs clocked at 2.2 GHz
with 8 cores and 20 MB L3 cache each, running Scientific Linux 6.2. The codes are com-
piled with gfortran 4.8.2 with the -O3 flag and scatter OpenMP thread affinity; AD
code is generated with Tapenade 3.11 and then compiled with the same flags as the pri-
mal. This setup is referred to in the remainder of this work as the CPU system. Further,
performance is tested on an Intel XeonPhi 5110P Knights Corner many-integrated-core
(MIC) coprocessor clocked at 1.053 GHz using native execution (i.e., the full code runs
on the MIC system, not just parallel sections). The solver is compiled for the MIC using
ifort 14.0 with -fast -mmic flags and balanced OpenMP thread affinity. There are
60 cores of which 59 are used for the experiments, and the remaining core is left to the
operating system. Each core supports up to 4 threads and has 512 kB of L2 cache.
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3.1 U-bend (BEND)
In this test case, flow through a U-shaped channel is simulated, and the adjoint deriva-
tives of the pressure loss with respect to surface displacements of the channel wall are
computed. The test case will be referred to as BEND in other chapters, and represents a
cooling channel that is used inside turbine fan blades to prevent damage from the com-
bustion temperatures. Adjoint derivatives are useful to optimise the channel for lower
pressure loss or better heat exchange, which can increase aircraft fuel efficiency [165].
The geometry was previously described in [164]. The mesh is generated as a fully
structured cartesian mesh, after which a coordinate transformation is applied to create
the bend shape. Although the mesh is structured, the solver treats it as an unstructured
mesh. The simplicity of the geometry allows the automatic generation of the mesh for
a variety of different resolutions to investigate the solver speed. Figure 3.1 shows an
example with 200,000 nodes. Depending on the node numbering, the mesh colouring
algorithm in stamps requires between 6 and 11 colours for this mesh, where the optimum
number of colours that can be achieved for this mesh is 6. All volume elements are
hexahedral, and all boundary faces are quadrilateral.
The flow is set up with a fixed inlet velocity of Ma 0.02565 (the Mach number is
defined as a fraction of the speed of sound; under the flow conditions inside the bend this
is ca. 8 m/s) and a fixed pressure outlet, leading to a Reynolds number of ca. 40000. The
channel has viscous non-slip walls, implicit LES is used [51].
Figure 3.1: BEND: U-Bend model of an internal turbine blade cooling channel. Struc-
tured hexahedral mesh. Quadrilateral surface mesh and streamlines shown.
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3.2 Truncated airfoil (RAE2822)
The RAE2822 airfoil is an often-used test case for aerodynamic simulation and optimisa-
tion [92]. In this work, it is discretised using 85,000 mesh nodes, see fig. 3.3. The stamps
solver supports only three-dimensional meshes, which is overcome in this case by using
a mesh with one cell thickness, and symmetry boundary conditions in the z-direction.
The airfoil has viscous wall boundary conditions at the surface. The trailing edge is
truncated at 95% cord length to provoke more vortex shedding, which was desired to test
the accuracy of the incomplete checkpointing approach in Chapter 6.
The flow is set up with a 30◦ angle of attack to provoke a high amount of shedding,







Figure 3.2: The airfoil surface is meshed with 130 nodes, numbered clockwise from the
bottom centre.





This chapter presents a refined activity analysis strategy for source-transformation AD.
As shown in Section 2.2.3.3, activity analysis is the process of determining which vari-
ables in a given input program are active. Active variables need a derivative counterpart
variable, and operations that access active variables in memory need to be differentiated.
Each intermediate value that arises during the execution of a computer program is
either active or passive. However, variables in most nontrivial programs are used several
times to store different values, for example as an accumulator that receives contributions
from several loop iterations. Each of these different values may be active or not, and
therefore the activity of a variable may change over time. Moreover, a given piece of
source code can be executed in more than one context. This occurs for example to the
body of a loop, or a procedure that is called from more than one location. The activity of
the variables in such a piece of code may depend on the current context of its execution.
In such situations, multi-activity AD may provide more efficient derivative code in
forward and reverse-mode, by generating specialised derivative code for each context.
Most of this chapter focuses on the situation where entire procedures are specialised for
each call site. The specialisation can be used globally in the entire code, or selectively for
certain call sites or routines. A global approach purely based on the detected call site
activity was used in early versions of ADIFOR [14], but has been dropped from later
versions without a thorough investigation of its benefits. We have implemented a refined
approach that allows a user to selectively specialise the differentiation in the Tapenade
AD tool, and the method shown in this chapter can be used as of version 3.11.
4.1 Example: benefits of activity analysis
This section shows how activity analysis and multi-activity differentiation can reduce
the computational cost and memory footprint of adjoint computations using a small,
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contrived example. The case study in Section 4.5 shows that multi-activity differentiation
can also pay off in practice. Consider a primal code that computes w ← w ·vN as follows.
1 do i=1,N
2 w = v*w
3 end do
If differentiated using only w as an active variable, the adjoint uses the same number of
operations as the primal to compute w̄ ← w̄ ·vN with constant storage requirement.
1 do i=N,1,-1
2 wb = v*wb
3 end do
If differentiated assuming both v and w to be active variables, the adjoint computation
uses three times as many operations, and has a memory footprint of O (N) due to the
fact that intermediate values of w need to be pushed onto a stack [34] in the primal
computation, as they are needed in reverse order in the adjoint computation.
1 do i=1,N
2 call push(w)




7 xb = xb + w*wb
8 wb = v*wb
9 end do
If a subroutine containing this code is called from one call site with all its arguments
active, and from another call site with only w active, multi-activity AD can generate
both versions of the adjoint code, and use the most efficient one in each context.
4.2 Method description
Consider a procedure P in a program that is being differentiated. That procedure may
be called from several call sites, at each of which a subset of the arguments to P is
varied, and a subset of the arguments to P is useful. The pair containing the set of varied
variables V and the set of useful variables U is called an activity pattern
A = (V ,U ),
and each call site to P may have its own, unique activity pattern.
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The data flow equations from Section 2.2.3.3 can be extended by allowing each
statement to have a different variedness and usefulness for each activity pattern of the
containing procedure. This is shown in Section 4.2.1. Multi-activity differentiation was
implemented in this work in a way that allows user control. The reasons and implications
of this are presented in Section 4.3.1. Lastly, the derivative code has to be cloned and
each version adapted to its call site, which is outlined in Section 4.2.2.
4.2.1 Extended data flow equations
The variedness of the first instruction and the usefulness of the last instruction of P is
connected to the activity pattern A of P through








Active−(I,A )=Varied−(I,A )∩Useful−(I,A )
Active+(I,A )=Varied+(I,A )∩Useful+(I,A ),
(4.2)
where the definition of the differentiation dependency is unchanged by the multi-activity
approach, as it is a property only of the instruction I itself, and is independent of the
context in which I is placed.
4.2.2 Code generation rules
Inference rules for forward and reverse differentiation have been shown in [74], fol-
lowing the natural semantics notation [91]. These rules are a way to formalise the
transformation of primal code into derivative code. Code generation is the step that
follows the analysis in Section 4.2.1, and is based on the activity patterns selected in
Section 4.3.1. For every primal procedure P, the AD tool must generate a total number
of ‖A(P)‖ specialised derivative procedures, one for every activity pattern A ∈A(P) of
that procedure.
As an example, the inference rule for the forward-differentiation of procedure headers
is shown here. The following rule defines a code transformation for every procedure P,
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where A ` denotes that the rule is executed for each activity pattern.
NAMEHYP ARGSHYP INSTRHYP DECLHYP
A ` procedure P(ARGS) {DECLS; INSTRS}→ procedure •P( •ARGS) { •DECLS; •INSTRS}
(4.3)
This rule connects one so-called conclusion predicate below the fraction bar, with zero or
more (here four) hypothesis predicates above the fraction bar given by
NAMEHYP=A ` P procName−−−−−−−−→ •P
ARGSHYP=A ,P,0 ` ARGS→ •ARGS
INSTRHYP=A ` INSTRS→ •INSTRS
DECLHYP=A ` DECLS→ •DECLS
Each predicate represents some code transformation or rewrite, and is considered solved
when it is successfully applied to some code. In predicates, an arrow separates the
code before and after rewriting. To solve the conclusion predicate of a given rule, all its
hypothesis predicates must be solved recursively, using other rules. With this in mind,
the above inference rule can be read, or executed by a code rewriting system, as follows:
for each activity pattern, if the primal code matches the pattern
procedure P(ARGS) {DECLS; INSTRS},
thus instantiating variables P, ARGS, DECLS, and INSTRS with the corresponding
code pieces, and if the four hypothesis predicates can be recursively solved using other in-








INSTRS, then the conclusion










where the variables P, ARGS, DECLS, and INSTRS hold the procedure name, and its
arguments, declarations, and instructions. Some utility predicates for the elementary
rewrite operations need to be defined, identified by a superscript above the arrow. For
instance, predicate
A ` P procName−−−−−−−−→ •P
means that the name P of the procedure is transformed into the name
•
P of its differenti-
ated version for activity pattern A . Predicate procName deals with an important aspect
of the multi-activity approach: without specialisation, it can act simply by appending
a suffix to the procedure name, e.g. _d for forward and _b for reverse-differentiation.
If however more than one specialisation is created, it is necessary to generate unique
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suffixes for each activity pattern to avoid assigning the same name to several procedures,
e.g. by encoding the activity in a string, or by numbering the patterns. To avoid generat-
ing excessively long procedure names, the latter approach was chosen in this work and a
number is appended, starting from zero, whenever two procedures would otherwise have
the same name. There is no natural way to define an order over activity patterns, hence
the numbering depends on the order in which specialisations are created, which depends
on implementation details of Tapenade and the primal code. The user can choose custom
suffixes for differentiation heads to make the naming predictable if needed.
The rewrite predicate for the procedure arguments (the second hypothesis predicate
in (4.3)) requires as a context, in addition to A , the current procedure P and the index
of the next argument. The predicate can itself be formalised in the following rewrite
rules for the arguments list, whose first hypothesis predicate is a boolean condition that
selects the applicable rule:
isDiffArg(A ,P, rk) ARG
varName−−−−−−−→ •ARG A ,P, rk+1 ` ARGS→ •ARGS
A ,P, rk ` (ARG . ARGS)→ (ARG, •ARG . •ARGS)
!isDiffArg(A ,P, rk) A ,P, rk+1 ` ARGS→ •ARGS
A ,P, rk ` (ARG . ARGS)→ (ARG . •ARGS)
The predicate isDiffArg(A ,P, rk) is true if the rkth formal argument of procedure P is
active for A , i.e. it belongs to Active−(I0(P),A ) or to Active+(I∞(P),A ). In that case,
the derivative argument
•
ARG is inserted into the derivative arguments list, and the
primal argument ARG is inserted in all cases. The adapted inference rules for a procedure
call are shown below, together with the rules for differentiating the arguments of the
call and the variable references contained in these arguments.
isActiveCall(A ,Ac) Ac ` P
procName−−−−−−−−→ •P A ,Ac,P,0 ` ARGS actualArgs−−−−−−−−→
•
ARGS
A ` call P(ARGS)→ call •P( •ARGS)
(4.4)
isDiffArg(Ac,P, rk) A ` EXPR
re f−−→ •EXPR A ,Ac,P, rk+1 ` EXPRS actualArgs−−−−−−−−→
•
EXPRS
A ,Ac,P, rk ` (EXPR . EXPRS)
actualArgs−−−−−−−−→(EXPR, •EXPR . •EXPRS)
!isDiffArg(Ac,P, rk) A ,Ac,P, rk+1 ` EXPRS
actualArgs−−−−−−−−→ •EXPRS
A ,Ac,P, rk ` (EXPR . EXPRS)
actualArgs−−−−−−−−→(EXPR . •EXPRS)
All properties of calls and of call arguments are functions of the current activity A of
the containing procedure, or of the corresponding called activity of the called procedure.
In particular, isActiveCall(A ,Ac) is true at call site Ic if one argument of this call is in
Active−(Ic,A ) or in Active+(Ic,A ). In that case, this prerequisite unifies (i.e. “sets”)
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Ac with the corresponding activity for the called procedure. It is important to note that
Ac is an activity pattern of the called procedure, while A is an activity pattern of the
calling procedure. For any given call site and activity pattern, it is necessary to find an
activity pattern Ac ∈A(P) that is a possible match for the variedness and usefulness of
the call site. Formally,
Varied−(Ic,A )⊆Ac.V
Useful+(Ic,A )⊆Ac.U .
If either the procedure P or the call site Ic have been marked for specialisation, there is
always a perfect match, i.e.
Varied−(Ic,A )=Ac.V
Useful+(Ic,A )=Ac.U .
If there is no perfect match, some unnecessary computations or initialisations are made
in the derivative code, which is the behaviour of AD without specialisation. One could try
to find the best Ac ∈A(P) to minimise the cost that arises from superfluous derivative
code, which would require a metric for said cost (in terms of memory, CPU time etc.)
given by some function
cost( Ac.V \Varied−(Ic,A )∩Ac.V , Ac.U \Useful+(Ic,A )∩Ac.U ).
This is however not always possible with static analysis, as the runtime and memory
cost of the primal code as well as the generated derivative code may depend on input
that is only known at runtime. This is the case most of the time in practical applications
(e.g. if the input defines the problem size or the desired quality of the output). The
implementation that was created in Tapenade connects each call to the derivative
procedure with the perfectly matching activity pattern if it exists, or an arbitrary
enclosing activity pattern otherwise.
The inference rules are concluded with the remaining cases for call sites that are
not covered by (4.4). Prerequisite isLiveForDiff(A ) is true if the current call produces any
result that is useful for the derivative output for the differentiation pattern A :
!isActiveCall(A ,Ac) isLiveForDiff(A )
A ` call P(ARGS)→ call P(ARGS)
!isActiveCall(A ,Ac) !isLiveForDiff(A )
A ` call P(ARGS)→ {}
The inference rules for reverse differentiation can be derived in a similar fashion from
the equations shown in [74].
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4.3 Complexity of multi-activity AD
Locally per procedure and per activity pattern, the analysis is the same with or without
multi-activity AD. Hence, the cost of using multi-activity AD is at most the product of
the cost of AD without multi-activity and the maximum number of activity patterns of
any given procedure. Without multi-activity differentiation, forward and reverse-mode
AD can be implemented with a runtime and memory usage that is linear in the size of
the primal code, as each instruction is augmented with a limited number of derivative
instructions. With multi-activity specialisation, the size of the differentiated code is
bounded by the product of the primal code length and the number of activity patterns,
while the runtime is linear in the size of the generated derivative code.
As a consequence, the complexity of multi-activity AD is determined by the number
of activity patterns ‖A(P)‖ for any given procedure P. The most obvious bound can be
understood as follows: Each procedure argument of P can be varied, useful, both varied
and useful, or neither varied nor useful, a total of 4 possibilities. Hence, for a procedure
with nargs arguments the number of activity patterns ‖A(P)‖ can not be larger than
0≤ ‖A(P)‖ ≤ 4nargs(P) (4.5)
Fortunately, there is another bound that is often tighter in practice and can be defined
recursively taking into account the number of call sites in procedures that dominate
the current procedure, and any additional activity patterns that are explicitly requested
by the user. The explicitly requested activity patterns are referred to as differentiation
















where caller(Ic) is the procedure that contains the call site Ic. (4.7) states that any
given instruction can only be specialised as often as the procedure in which it is con-
tained, which is true by construction for multi-activity AD if only entire procedures are
specialised. The number of specialisations for a procedure P can be at most the sum
of all specialisations of call sites to P, plus the number of differentiation heads for P.
Furthermore, it is bounded exponentially in the number of arguments for P, eventually
resulting in (4.6). This means that the size of the specialised derivative code is at most
the size of the general derivative code multiplied by the number of call sites for all
routines and the number of differentiation heads, and in particular, that a code that has
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only one call site for each procedure is not specialised at all if only one differentiation
head is specified by the user.
4.3.1 Strategies for multi-activity differentiation
There is a tradeoff between the speed of the resulting derivative program, which can
be reduced by creating specialised differentiated procedures for as many call sites as
possible, and the size of the resulting derivative program, which is increased with the
number of created differentiated procedures. This section shows different strategies to
choose a set of activity patterns.
A set of activity patterns A(P) is defined for every procedure P, and it is required
that (4.1) and (4.2) hold ∀A ∈ A(P). To ensure the correctness of the differentiated
program, for each call site Ic to P there must be at least one activity pattern A ∈A(P)
with A .V ⊇ Varied−(Ic) and A .U ⊇ Useful+(Ic). For a given differentiation head D,
similar to (4.1), Varied−(I0(P),D) must be equal to the set of independent variables D.V
and the set of useful variables Useful+(I∞(P),D) must be equal to the set of dependent
variables D.U . A user can specify more than one differentiation head for P, and the set
of its differentiation heads is denoted as D(P).
In addition to the differentiation heads, the set of activity patterns for P can contain
one or more patterns based on the activities of call sites to P. The procedure in which a
particular call site Ic ∈ C(P) is contained is called caller(Ic) and may itself have multiple
activity patterns. This leads to a set of activity patterns for Ic given by
A(Ic) :=
{
(V ,U ) : ∃A ∈A(caller(Ic)) : V =Varied−(Ic,A )∧U =Useful+(Ic,A )
}
.
Based on the activity patterns of call sites to P, one can define the set of activity patterns
for P. An extreme approach is to include the exact matching activity pattern for each
call site into A, an approach referred to here as specialize-all. The corresponding set
of activity patterns is As. The other extreme is to create only one activity pattern that
encloses all callsite activities, referred to as generalise-all and denoted by Ag. Formally,






where Asint is the set of activity patterns that was created due to internal call sites in the
code. A user may explicitly define a differentiation head for a procedure P that matches
some other activity pattern for P, that is, D ∩Aint 6= ;. This does not affect the analysis
and only one instance of this pattern is contained in A.
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In contrast, the generalise-all approach yields only up to one activity pattern for each
procedure in addition to the differentiation heads. To give the user more flexibility, one
can implement a strategy that defaults to generalise-all, but allows user-defined special-
isations, for example through additional differentiation heads supplied as arguments
to the AD tool, or through pragmas in the primal code that select specific call sites for
specialisation. Both options were implemented in Tapenade in the course of this work.
If Cs(P) is considered to hold the call sites marked for specialisation, the set of activity



























that is, the union of the set of specialised activity patterns for all marked call instructions,
and the set containing the generalised activity pattern for all other call instructions. The
final set of activity patterns for each procedure is
A(P)=
{
As(P) if P specialised
Ag(P) else
, (4.9)
where a given procedure is specialised if it was marked for specialisation by the user by
the means of a command-line flag or pragma in the code, or if the specialise-all approach
was chosen. It follows from the above equations that regardless of the specialisation
method, there is always an exact matching activity pattern for each differentiation head
that was specified by the user.
Both specialisation and generalisation have their advantages. The specialisation
facilitates the best-possible activity analysis, leading to more efficient derivative code.
On the other hand, there is a price to pay in terms of derivative code size and runtime of
the differentiation tool, see Section 4.3.
4.4 Implementation and usage
The implementation of multi-activity AD required some changes in the analysis stage
of Tapenade. As shown in [74], the bottom up sweep through the call graph that deter-
mines the differentiation dependency of each procedure is followed by a top-down sweep
that propagates the activities through to the leafs of the call graph, starting from the
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differentiation heads. This stage is now augmented with a loop over all activity patterns
for each procedure.
Whenever a call site is encountered, the usefulness and variedness of that call site
is determined and add the so-obtained activity pattern to the set of activity patterns
of the called procedure. If in generalisation mode, all patterns that are not equal to
a differentiation root are merged into just one activity pattern. Once all dominating
procedures are treated, there is a complete set of activities for every procedure.
The specialisation can be switched on by using the -specializeActivity command
line option, followed by the procedure names to be specialised, or by "%all%" if all
procedures shall be specialised. In addition, a user can activate specialisation for any
procedure by placing the pragma !$AD SPECIALIZE in front of the procedure definition.
Likewise, a user can activate specialisation for any call site by placing the pragma in front
of the call site. Finally, a user can ask for multiple differentiation heads for a procedure,
e.g. -head "F[_X](U,X)/(R) F[_U](U)/(R)" causes the creation of two differentiation
heads for procedure F, where _X is appended to the name of the differentiation of F
with U,X as dependents and R as independent, likewise _U appended to the name of the
differentiation with only U as dependent.
During code generation, it has to be decided which specialised version of each pro-
cedure is linked to each call site. This is simple in specialisation mode, where there is
always exactly one activity pattern of the called procedure that matches the activity
of the call site. During the analysis stage, the implementation stores a pointer to this
matching pattern inside the data structure that represents a call site in the internal
Tapenade code representation, this information is therefore available. In generalisation
mode, this pointer points at the first pattern that was found or created during the
analysis stage that contains the call site activity.
4.5 Case study
The effectiveness of multi-activity AD is studied by applying Tapenade on the residual
subroutine in stamps that is presented in Section 2.4. Runtime and memory footprint of
the adjoint solver with and without the usage of multi-activity AD is evaluated on the
CPU system using the RAE2822 test presented in Chapter 3.
Two setups are compared. The first, referred to as specialised setup, uses two
differentiation heads for the residual procedure, resulting in the two differentiated
procedures residual_b_X(~R ↓, ~̄R ↑,~X ↑, ~̄X ↓,~U ↑, ~̄U ↓) and residual_b_U(~R ↓, ~̄R ↑, X ↑,~U ↑
, ~̄U ↓). They are used in the adjoint solver as shown in Algorithm 1. In addition, the
specializeActivity %all% command line flag is used to create specialised procedures
wherever possible. The second, called generalised setup, does not make use of the
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diff time diff code lines diff code chars executable size
general 6.270s 22122 880514 1.8MB
special 8.394s 34728 1350785 2.2MB
change 34% 57% 53% 22%













primal 51.15s 1 38.71 1 360.93MB 1
general 247.14s 4.83 239.56 6.2 431.68MB 1.196
special 186.5s 3.65 177.51 4.6 432.62MB 1.199
change -25% -26% 0.2%
Table 4.2: Runtime of primal flow computation in stamps, as well as adjoint computation
time with and without multi-activity AD.
multi-activity approach. It uses one differentiation head for the residual procedure,
yielding residual_b(~R ↓, ~̄R ↑,~X ↑, ~̄X ↓,~U ↑, ~̄U ↓). This is used instead of residual_b_X and
residual_b_U throughout the code. None of the other subroutines are specialised.
The time it takes for Tapenade to complete the differentiation of the code, and the
size of the resulting derivative code, is shown in Table 4.1. The specialisation results
in an increase in code size of more than 50%, which manifests itself in a slightly larger
executable file. The relative increase is smaller for the binary file, since it includes also
non-differentiated procedures and statically linked libraries. The runtime of Tapenade
only increases by a third, which is less than the linear worst-case complexity with respect
to output code size predicted in Section 4.3.
The total runtime measured with gprof and peak memory usage measured by
reading the reported high water mark from /proc/PID/status for the RAE2822 case on
the CPU system is reported in Table 4.2. The adjoint solver runs about a quarter faster
in the specialised setup than in the generalised setup. There is no considerable change
in the memory usage (half of the difference is caused by the size of the executable itself).
It is also worth considering the relative runtime compared to the primal solver. In the
specialised setup, the adjoint solver takes 4.6 times longer per iteration, the general
solver needs more than 6 times longer than the primal solver per iteration.
To understand how multi-activity AD achieves the observed speedups, some main
functionalities are identified, for which timings are measured separately. To give an
example: The turbulence model consists of a main procedure that calls several helper
procedures. The time spent in all these is summed up and referred to under the name
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Figure 4.1: Runtimes of stamps functionalities for the specialised and generalised adjoint
and primal. Bars marked with ‘g’ show timings of generalised setup, those with ‘s’ show
specialised setup. Specialisation improves the timings of all functionalities, especially of
push/pop and cell gradients.
turbulence. Other functionalities that are timed separately are internal, boundary,
residual, gradient, limiter and cell correction. Only the self time of all these functionalities
is considered, i.e. time spent inside the flux calculation is already encountered for inside
flux and therefore does not contribute to the timing of internal or boundary, from which
flux is called. The call graph that is obtained by clustering all utility procedures together
into these core functionalities is shown in Figure 4.2, along with the call graph of the
clustered adjoint code obtained in the specialised setup.
The specialised setup has a significantly lower runtime for all these functionalities,
as is shown in detail in Figure 4.1. Taken together, the primal and adjoint residual
procedure and all procedures dominated by the former contribute 177s to the runtime in
specialised mode and 240s in generalised mode. About 10s are spent in other procedures
such as libraries, linear solvers etc. for both specialised and generalised setup. For
all measured core functionalities in stamps, one can observe an overall reduction in
runtime if multi-activity AD is used. The main contribution to this speedup is always the
reduction of time spent within differentiated procedures and the push/pop mechanism
that stores primal intermediate values on the stack and makes them available in reverse
order during the adjoint computation.
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Figure 4.2: Primal (bottom left) and differentiated call graphs (top right). Each arrow in
the differentiated call graph represents a specialised differentiated procedure that is
named with the suffix indicated on the arrow. We can identify two main streams: Code
dominated by residual_b_U (lines) and residual_b_X (dashes).
4.6 Problem case
Multi-activity differentiation may not always pay off. Obviously there can be primal
programs where each routine is only called in one location, in which case the derivative
code will be the same with or without using the multi-activity approach, but in these
cases, the differentiation time and derivative program size will also be the same. There
may also be cases where multi-activity differentiation helps to reduce the number of
operations, but the reduction will be too small to be noticeable in the overall runtime.
More interestingly, there are cases where multi-activity differentiation does create
specialised routines, but fails to reduce the number of operations in the derivative code.
This happens if the activity of two different specialisations differs only after the last
or before the first instruction, but is the same everywhere inside the subroutine. For
example, consider the case where the last instruction in a subroutine is the assignment
v ← w, where v is a useful subroutine argument at all call sites, and w is also a subroutine
argument, but is only useful at some call sites. This will result in the creation of two
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specialised versions of that subroutine that perform the same operations internally,
except that w̄ is set to zero at the start of the adjoint computation in one version but not
the other. Without multi-activity differentiation, only one adjoint subroutine is created
that does not set w̄ to zero, and instead, the zeroing has to be performed at the call sites.
In this case, multi-activity differentiation merely shifts the zeroing of w̄ to a different
location in the code. A complete working example for this is shown in Appendix C.
4.7 Specialisation on the flow graph
The multi-activity differentiation concept can be extended to not only create specialised
routines, which is essentially a duplication of nodes in the call graph, but also specialised
basic blocks, that is, cloning nodes in the flow graph. For example, the variedness of
code following an if-block and the usefulness of code preceding an if-block may be
different depending on which branch is executed. Similarly, the activity may depend on
the number of iterations of some loop in the code. Consider as an example the following
loop, in a context with independent variable v3 and dependent variable v1.
1 do i=1,n
2 v1 = v1+v2
3 v2 = v2+v3
4 end do
A straightforward differentiation without multi-activity must consider v1, v2 and v3
as active. However, before the loop body is executed for the first time, only v3 is varied
and v2 becomes varied. In the second iteration, v2 and v3 are varied and v1 becomes
varied. Hence, the variedness changes with each iteration. Likewise, v2 only becomes
useful if at least one iteration is performed, and v3 only becomes useful after at least
two iterations. An AD tool may try to take advantage of this effect and specialise the
code before and after the loop depending on the total number of iterations, and the code
within the loop depending on the current iteration.
This approach appears to be less promising. While the increase in derivative code
size for multi-activity on the call graph is bounded as discussed in Section 4.3, and was
found to be small in practice, a multi-activity strategy on the flow graph may increase
the derivative code size by a factor that is bounded only by the number of different
execution paths of the program, which is exponential in the number of branches and
loops in the code. Furthermore, it would greatly reduce the readability of the derivative
code, as it would require loop unrolling and duplication of code sections that, unlike
subroutines, are often not easily identifiable by a user.
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4.8 Specialisation and encapsulation
Object oriented languages use encapsulation to hide internal implementation details
and data from users of a class, and to provide a well-defined interface that remains fixed
regardless of changes to internal implementation details. Source transformation AD
without multi-activity differentiation conflicts with this in both forward and reverse-
mode, which will be demonstrated using the following code example.
1 class M {
2 private double w;
3
4 public void a(double* v1) {
5 double v2 = (*v1);
6 w = w + (*v1);
7 f(v1,v2);
8 }
9 public void f(double* v1, double v2) {
10 (*v1) = (*v1)*v2*w
11 }
12 };
A user differentiating this code without multi-activity differentiation, with two differ-
entiation heads a and f, using v1 as the only independent and dependent variable,
will expect a procedure with signature f_d(v1,v1d,x2). However, an AD tool must
generate instead the more general procedure f_d(v1,v1d,v2,v2d), due to the call to f
from within a. Therefore, the signature of public derivative procedures may depend on
internal implementation details, and the success of the activity analysis of the class M.
Worse, still, is that the user may at some point wish to use f_d from outside of M. To
obtain a correct derivative, wd needs to be set to zero before calling f_d. This requires
that the derivative variable wd is accessible from outside, for example by making it
public, even though the primal variable w is marked as private. As a result, an AD tool
would need to make most derivative variables public, even if their primal counterparts
were private, and a user calling derivative routines in M will need to interact with them.
Furthermore, code outside of M may need to be updated whenever M is changed internally.
If source-transformation of object oriented code is to be implemented in AD tools,
multi-activity differentiation can be a way to preserve the encapsulation properties
of objects, and to guarantee that publicly used differentiated functions retain their
signature regardless of internal implementation details that may require additional,
more general differentiated versions of the same function.
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Adjoint OpenMP for stencil computations
Shared-memory parallelisation is essential for high performance computing on modern
computers. Although methods for automatic parallelisation of unstructured computations
exist [71, 133], manual parallelisation often yields better performance and is common in
CFD applications. When applying AD to codes with carefully hand-optimised parallelism,
it is desirable to replicate their parallel behaviour in the adjoint code.
Differentiation of a primal code that is inherently free of race conditions can still lead
to race conditions in the adjoint code. This occurs if threads in the primal program read
concurrently from the same active variable. This was observed previously [49], and the
exclusive read property was presented that guarantees the absence of race conditions in
the adjoint code. An AD tool that is unable to detect exclusive read access must safeguard
the adjoint code against race conditions, which is detrimental to performance.
The detection of exclusive read access at compile time is impossible in general. A
special type of code structure that satisfies the exclusive read property is identified
in Section 5.2, which is of interest as it is relatively easy to detect, and is commonly
responsible for a large fraction of the runtime of unstructured CFD solvers. The method
presented in this chapter, referred to as SSMP for symmetric shared memory paralleli-
sation, is exploiting this special case. SSMP is applied to the residual computation in
stamps and tested on the BEND case using the CPU and MIC systems described in
Chapter 3. The adjoint code generated with SSMP is shown to exhibit the same scaling
characteristics as the primal code. Although the Tapenade AD tool was used, SSMP
was implemented using a postprocessing script that can in principle be used with other
source transformation AD tools as well, irrespective of the AD tool’s support for OpenMP.
Following this, another special case that does not satisfy the exclusive read property,
yet can still be reverse-differentiated while preserving parallelism, is presented in
Section 5.3. Finally, rules for the differentiation of code that can not be differentiated
without added safeguards against race conditions are summarised in Section 5.4.
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5.1 The exclusive read property
This section formalises the condition under which write conflicts in the adjoint code arise.
For this, the following property as introduced in [49] is useful. Note that an improved
presentation of the results in this section is also included in [82].
Definition 1. Exclusive read. A piece of code within synchronisation barriers
(such as the body of a parallel loop) is said to have exclusive read access if no two
threads can read from any given memory location at the same time.
Lemma 1 states a property of the relationship between primal and adjoint memory
access. This is used to show in Proof 1 that exclusive read access in the primal code
ensures that the adjoint is free of race conditions in agreement with the proof in [49].
Lemma 1. Let K be a loop iteration reading from a vector ~U at the set of indices
Min(~U) and writing to a vector ~R at indices Mout(~R). Further, let K̄ be an iteration
of the corresponding adjoint loop reading from the adjoint vector ~̄R at the set of
indices M̄ in(~̄R) as well as the primal vector ~U at indices M̄ in(~U) and writes to the
adjoint vector ~̄U at indices M̄out(~̄U). The following holds.
• M̄out(~̄U)⊆ Min(~U)
• M̄ in(~̄R)⊆ Mout(~R)
• M̄ in(~U)⊆ Min(~U)
The lemma becomes obvious if the following is considered.
Proof 1. If K does not write to an index km in ~R, that is, km ∉ Mout(~R), then the
contribution of K to ~Rkm is zero, and thus
∂K km
∂~Ukn
= 0 for every index kn of the input
array ~U . The Jacobian ∇K of K therefore contains only zeroes in row km. Likewise,
if K does not read from index kn in ~U, namely, kn ∉ Min(~U), the Jacobian of K
contains only zeroes in column kn. Since the adjoint of K implements
K̄ : ~̄U ← (∇K)T · ~̄R,
a zero column kn in ∇K will become a zero row kn in (∇K)T , and therefore the linear
operator K̄ will make no contribution to index kn. Similarly, a zero row km in ∇K
will mean that K̄ does not read from index km.
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With this in mind, we can state the following.
Lemma 2. The adjoint derivative of a loop whose body has exclusive read access
can be executed in parallel and does not suffer from write data races.
This is shown in the following proof.
Proof 2. Assume that a primal that satisfies the exclusive read property has an
adjoint code with race conditions. These must be caused by more than one adjoint
thread writing to the same memory location in parallel. Following lemma 1, this
means that the primal code must access the corresponding primal memory location
from multiple threads within the same parallel region, which violates the exclusive
read property.
5.2 Symmetric memory access
Symmetric memory access is a term used in this work to describe code which uses the
same set of indices to read from input arrays and write to output arrays. If a parallel
loop has a body with symmetric memory access, any correct parallelisation of the primal
loop is also a valid parallelisation of the resulting adjoint loop. This is illustrated with
an example, and afterwards formalised.
5.2.1 Memory access in unstructured CFD
The flux computation in unstructured CFD solvers as shown in Algorithm 3 is a loop
where in each iteration, data is read from indices in the state vector that correspond to
the two nodes adjacent to an edge, and the residual is updated at those same indices. This
makes unstructured CFD solvers an example of code with symmetric memory access,
whose parallelisation can be preserved during reverse differentiation using SSMP. See
i i+1i-1 i+2 ...... i-2 U
i i+1i-1 i+2 ...... i-2 R
ff f
i i+1i-1 i+2 ...... i-2 U
i i+1i-1 i+2 ...... i-2 R
ff f
Figure 5.1: Symmetric memory access: The reversal does not change the memory access
pattern. The parallelisation of the primal code can be applied verbatim to the adjoint
code, as shown in Section 5.2.
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Figure 5.1 for an illustration of the memory access pattern. In this section, SSMP is
formalised and its correctness shown.
In the absence of user intervention, SSMP, or any other strategy to detect exclusive
read access, a source-transformation AD tool applied to the computation in Algorithm 3
generates an adjoint code as shown in Algorithm 4.
for c ← ncolours . . .1 do
foreach e ∈edges(c) do
l, r ← edg2nde(e);
[~̄Ul , ~̄Ur]
+←− f̄ l(~U l ,~U r) · ~̄Rl ;
[~̄Ul , ~̄Ur]
+←− f̄ r(~U l ,~U r) · ~̄Rr;
end
end
Algorithm 4: Adjoint residual computation (reverse-differentiated Algorithm 3) as a
loop where each iteration computes the adjoint flux f̄ along edge e, reading ~U and ~̄R
and writing ~U at the indices l and r corresponding to the nodes connected by e.
5.2.2 Parallelisation strategy
By definition [117], the adjoint of residual function (2.4) must be an implementation of
~̄U = (∇F)T · ~̄R,
and is called F̄, with
F̄(~U , ~̄R) := (∇F(~U))T · ~̄R.
The following definition applies to the primal and adjoint residual loops in Algorithm 2
and Algorithm 4.
Definition 2. Symmetry. The memory access of a code is symmetric if the set of
indices accessed in the input vector is equal to the set of indices accessed in the
output vector, that is, Min(~U)= Mout(~R). In addition, each memory location is either
only read from, only incremented, or only written to during the entire parallel loop.
Loops whose iterations have symmetric memory access can be differentiated using SSMP,
as stated in the following Lemma.
Lemma 3. If a parallel loop writes a result into a shared output vector without
race conditions, and the loop body has symmetric memory access, then the adjoint
of this loop can use a shared output vector and be executed in parallel without race
conditions.
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The correctness of SSMP can be shown with the following proof by contradiction.
Proof 3. Assume that there are race conditions in the generated adjoint code,
caused by more than one thread writing to the same location at the same time. It
then follows from Lemma 1 that the primal has concurrent read access to the input
vector (thereby violating the exclusive read property).
Any code with symmetric memory access that violates the exclusive read property
must also perform concurrent write access to some index of its output vector. Thus,
the primal code can not be free of race conditions. That contradicts the assumption
in Lemma 3. It follows that a code that is free of race conditions and has symmetric
memory access also has an adjoint code that is free of race conditions.
To implement SSMP, loops with symmetric memory access must be identified. This is a
manual step in this work, which requires marking such loops with a tag. A postprocessing
script deploys the correct OpenMP pragmas in the generated adjoint code for all adjoint
loops whose corresponding primal loops are marked as having symmetric memory access.
5.2.3 Illustrating example
If the code to implement this function is generated by AD as shown in Algorithm 4, and
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where F̄ performs read operations in ~̄R and write operations in ~̄U at the same indices as
the primal function F in ~U and ~R. F̄ depends on the primal variable ~U if f l or f r are
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nonlinear in ~U , in which case the evaluation of F̄ further requires read access in ~U . Note
how the functions in equations (2.22) and (5.1) read and write using the same memory
locations and can use the same colouring to avoid race conditions.
5.2.4 Implementation
A technique known as subroutine technique [102] or function outlining [100] is used to
implement variable scoping, that is, to declare each variable as private or shared. To this
end, each body of a parallel primal loop with symmetric memory access is placed into a
dedicated subroutine. If the compiler uses function inlining during compilation, this has
no effect on the final performance.
Variables that need to be shared are passed to that subroutine using call-by-reference,
and the !$OMP PARALLEL DO DEFAULT(shared) construct is used to make all visible
variables shared between all threads by default. Variables that need to be private are
defined as local variables inside the subroutine into which the loop body was placed,
thereby implicitly declaring them as private as per the OpenMP standard. Since the
adjoint is generated by AD such that each primal subroutine argument has a correspond-
ing adjoint argument, and each local variable has a corresponding local adjoint, it is
ensured that the scope of adjoint variables is identical to that of their corresponding
primal variables.
All access to AD-related libraries must be rerouted to a thread-safe implementation.
For example, the push/pop mechanism used by Tapenade to store intermediate results
and branch decisions needs to be modified to create a private stack for each thread. It
is then necessary to ensure that the corresponding primal and adjoint iterations are
executed on the same thread, and that the same scheduling and the same number of
threads is used for the primal and adjoint computations.
Placing the necessary OpenMP pragmas in the adjoint code, as well as modifying
the calls to the stack mechanism, is in this work performed by a python script that
post-processes the adjoint code generated by Tapenade.
If the primal code performs symmetric memory access to some array and conflicting
access to another array or some global variable or common block, SSMP can be used
for the symmetrically accessed arrays, but conventional approaches as summarised
in Section 5.4 have to be used for the latter. Ensuring the absence of concurrent read
access in the primal code is not trivial, especially in the presence of aliasing. In contrast,
symmetry is relatively easy to detect if it is implemented by using the same expressions
as indices in the input and output arrays.
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Figure 5.2: Cell residual computations per second (higher is better). BEND mesh with
various mesh sizes from 27 to 1.5M cells. 16 CPU threads, left: The performance
is best for mesh sizes between 10,000 and 100,000 cells. For smaller meshes, there
are not enough edges per colour, and synchronisation overheads lead to performance
degradation. Larger meshes do not fit into the 20MB L3 cache. 236 MIC threads,
right: The performance is best for mesh sizes above 10,000 cells. For smaller meshes,
synchronisation overheads lead to performance degradation just like on the CPU. The
MIC does not have a L3 cache.
5.2.5 Test cases and results
To demonstrate its effectiveness, SSMP is applied to stamps, and the generated parallel
adjoint solver is applied to the BEND test case on the CPU and MIC system. The timings
of the adjoint solver created with SSMP are compared to that of an adjoint solver that
was manually parallelised using atomic pragmas.
Timings are measured for the internal residual computation only, excluding all I/O,
linear solvers and temporal discretisation, because they are not parallelised with SSMP.
The baseline for the scalability of the primal solver on a CPU is the runtime of the serial
primal solver on the CPU. For the scalability on the MIC, the baseline timing is from the
serial primal solver on the MIC. Likewise, the baseline timing for the adjoint scalability
is the runtime of the serial adjoint solver on the respective machine. The scaling for
SSMP and atomic approaches use the same baseline.
5.2.5.1 Execution speed
The execution speed, which is obtained by dividing the measured program runtime by
the number of iterations and the number of mesh edges, is used as a metric for the
performance of the generated adjoint solver. The execution speed allows a comparison of
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runtimes between different mesh sizes, regardless of the number of iterations. In the
absence of caching effects and synchronisation barriers, the execution speed should be
the same for all test cases.
CPU 16 threads SSMP Atomic Difference
BEND 1,860,000 1,610,000 13.4%
MIC 236 threads SSMP Atomic Difference
BEND 1,990,000 1,430,000 28.1%
Table 5.1: Number of edge residual updates per second (computational speed) for BEND
with 600,000 nodes. The SSMP approach increases speed by 12−29.7%.
In reality one observes a different execution speed for different mesh sizes. On the
CPU, the execution speed is significantly lower if the number of nodes in the mesh is
below 10,000, since smaller meshes do not allow enough parallelism to compensate for
the serial parts of the code and the overhead caused by OpenMP barriers after each
colour. The execution speed for a series of BEND meshes with increasing size is shown
in Figure 5.2 for the CPU and the MIC, where the speed difference for different mesh
sizes is even more pronounced. A drop in execution speed can be observed on the CPU
when the mesh size exceeds 100,000 nodes, which is probably caused by the fact that the
state and residual vectors no longer fit into the L3 cache of the CPU. On the MIC there
is no such effect, probably because of the lack of shared L3 cache.
One can observe a roughly constant factor in speed difference between the adjoint
solver with atomic constructs and that with SSMP for all mesh sizes. For the BEND case
with 600,000 nodes, execution speed is listed in Table 5.2. The overhead of using atomic
pragmas has a larger influence on the MIC than on the CPU, probably because of the
lower serial speed of the MIC and the higher cost of synchronisation barriers for a large
number of threads. The effect of removing atomic pragmas is significant, with a speed
improvement due to SSMP of more than 10% on the CPU and more than 25% on the
MIC system in all test cases.
5.2.5.2 Scalability
The scaling is shown in Figure 5.3 for the BEND case with 600,000 nodes, and shows
a significant performance penalty if atomic pragmas are used. The speedups generally
agree with previous studies on OpenMP in unstructured CFD solvers [26, 27]. The
adjoint code generated with SSMP consistently scales better than the adjoint solver with
atomic pragmas as well as the primal solver. While it is not surprising that the adjoint
code runs faster without atomic pragmas, some explanation is needed as to why the
adjoint scales better than the primal.
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CPU SSMP Atomic Primal
BEND 9.6 8.4 8.7
MIC SSMP Atomic Primal
BEND 138.2 99.4 124.2
Table 5.2: Speedup factors for primal, adjoint with SSMP, and adjoint with atomic
pragmas, compared with serial execution on the same machine with the same test cases.
Data shown for BEND case with 600,000 vertices, 16 CPU and 236 MIC threads.
First, it is worth noting that the speedup of the parallel adjoint is computed relative
to the speed of the serial adjoint, whereas the speedup of the parallel primal is relative
to the speed of the serial primal. Hence, the better scaling hides the fact that the adjoint
solver is still significantly slower than the primal solver in absolute numbers. Second, a
better scalability on the MIC does not indicate a better absolute runtime than on the
CPU. This is the reason why absolute runtimes are discussed in Section 5.2.5.1.
The good scalability of the adjoint can be explained by the fact that the adjoint solver
performs more operations than does the primal for the same number of synchronisation
barriers. The higher computational cost hides the parallelisation overhead. On the MIC,
the performance penalty of using atomic pragmas is more pronounced than on the CPU,
which is not surprising since the overhead of synchronisation constructs grows with the
number of threads. The poor speed on the MIC system is typical for first-generation
XeonPhi coprocessors [41], especially on unstructured meshes. Section 5.3.4 presents a
similar application on a structured mesh, where the MIC performs better. SSMP affects
only the AD process and is orthogonal to code optimisation that is undertaken to speed
up the code in the future on either MIC or CPU platforms.
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Figure 5.3: Left: Scaling of primal and adjoint residual for BEND with 600,000 nodes on
16 CPU threads, with maximum speedup of 9.6 (SSMP), 8.4 (atomic), and 8.7 (primal)
as in Table 5.2. Right: Scaling on 236 MIC threads, with the maximum speedup of
138.2 (SSMP), 99.4 (atomic), and 124.2 (primal) as in Table 5.2.
5.3 Globally symmetric, locally asymmetric access
Straightforward application of AD to loops that do not satisfy the exclusive read property
generally results in an adjoint code that suffers from race conditions. However, a modified
reverse-differentiation strategy is presented in this section that can in some cases still
yield a code that is parallelisable in the same way as the primal. This method is referred
to as RSMP, for reflexive shared-memory parallelism. RSMP can be applied to codes
that, instead of the exclusive read property, have certain other properties described in
Section 5.3.2. Many structured-mesh solvers fit into this category, and the challenge in
parallelising their adjoints is illustrated in Section 5.3.1.
5.3.1 Memory access in structured solvers
The spatial discretisation of some structured PDE solvers is implemented as a loop in
which each iteration computes all contributions to a single index ζ in the output vector,
by gathering data from all neighbouring control volumes in the mesh. In the remainder
of this chapter, ζ is used to denote the control volume that is central to the current
iteration, and its neighbours are assumed to be stored in a set nde2neigh(ζ), where any
given element of the set of neighbours can be referred to as ν. A general implementation
of a structured solver that implements such a behaviour is shown in Algorithm 5.
The outer loop in Algorithm 5 can be executed in parallel, as within each outer iter-
ation, write access is performed exclusively to one element in the output vector that
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!$OMP parallel for shared(~U ,~R) private(v1,v2,w,ζ,ν);
for ζ ∈ 1. . .nnodes do
~R i ← 0;
foreach ν ∈ nde2neigh(ζ) do
v1 ← ~Uν;
v2 ← ~Uζ;
f (v1 ↓,v2 ↓,w ↑);
~R i ← ~R i +w;
end
end
Algorithm 5: Loop over mesh that pulls data to center node ζ from adjacent nodes
nde2neigh(ζ). The outer loop can be executed in parallel. The inner loop is often
unrolled in practice.
corresponds to that iteration. Depending on the function f , the loop structure can be
used to implement a variety of CFD-related algorithms. For instance, if each element
~Uζ is considered to be a pair (vζ,xζ) containing a flow state v and a coordinate x at the
center of control volume ζ, Algorithm 5 becomes a central finite difference discretisation
of Burger’s equation with the following definition of f :
f (~Uν,~Uζ) :=
vζ · (vν−vζ)
2 · (xν− xζ)
(5.2)
By choosing a different f , one obtains instead the discretised residual of a linear diffusion
equation, for example a heat equation with constant conductivity κ




Yet another choice of f yields first-order spatial gradients following the Green-Gauss
theorem (2.9):
f (~Uν,~Uζ) := Sν2 · ‖Ω‖ζ
· (vν+vζ) (5.4)
Regardless of the exact choice of f , due to the overlapping read access in the primal
code, the exclusive read property is violated, and hence the adjoint code (shown in
Algorithm 6) can not be easily parallelised. A graphic illustration of this problem is
shown in Figure 5.4.
5.3.2 Parallelisation strategy
RSMP can be applied to primal loops where each iteration satisfies the following reflex-
ivity, separability, permutability and purity conditions.
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~̄U ← 0;
for ζ ∈ nnodes . . .1 do










Algorithm 6: Adjoint of Algorithm 5, which must be executed in serial, because of the
highlighted adjoint statements that cause concurrent write access.
i i+1i-1 i+2 ...... i-2 U
i i+1i-1 i+2 ...... i-2 R
f ff f f f
i i+1i-1 i+2 ...... i-2 U
i i+1i-1 i+2 ...... i-2 R
f ff f f f
Figure 5.4: Reversal of memory access during reverse-differentiation: If a variable is
read from in the primal code, then its corresponding adjoint variable is written to. The
overlapping read access in the primal causes overlapping write access in the adjoint.
Definition 3. Reflexivity. Let a loop compute a function ~R ← F(~U), and let each
iteration in that loop write to an index ζ in the output vector ~R and read from a
set nde2neigh(ζ) of indices in the input vector ~U . The memory access of that loop is
called reflexive if for every ν ∈ nde2neigh(ζ), there exists an iteration that writes to
~Rν and reads from ~Uζ such that
ν ∈ nde2neigh(ζ)⇔ ζ ∈ nde2neigh(ν),
where ⇔ is used to express equivalence in this context. In other words, this means
that the connectivity expressed in nde2neigh is an undirected graph: If ν is a
neighbour of ζ, then ζ is also a neighbour of ν.
Loops whose iterations have reflexive memory access are symmetric as a whole as per
Definition 2, but each iteration is not symmetric. The following holds.
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Lemma 4. A loop that implements F as in Definition 3 has a Jacobian matrix
∇F with symmetric sparsity pattern. Its adjoint can be constructed such that each
iteration reads from and writes to the same indices as the corresponding primal
iteration, and the adjoint loop can use the same parallel schedule as the primal.
The reason for this can be explained as follows. For an iteration that writes to the center
index ~Rζ and reads from all neighbours ~Uν in ν ∈ nde2neigh, one finds that (∇F)ζ,ν 6= 0.
The reflexivity condition states that there is a corresponding iteration that reads from
~Uζ and writes to ~Rν, leading to (∇F)ν,ζ 6= 0, and hence a symmetric sparsity pattern.
The tangent-linear code, which is an implementation of (∇F) · ~̇U, can always re-use
the parallelisation and read and write sets from the primal code. It computes ~̇ ζR as a
linear combination of all neighbour indices in the tangent-linear seed vector ~̇U with the
columns corresponding to neighbour indices in the Jacobian matrix, or formally,
~̇Rζ← (∇F)ζ,ζ · ~̇Uζ+
∑
ν∈nde2neigh(ζ)
(∇F)ζ,ν · ~̇Uν. (5.5)
As the sparsity pattern of the Jacobian matrix is symmetric, it is possible to construct an
adjoint code that uses the same parallelisation and loop structure as the tangent-linear
code as follows. The indices that the tangent-linear code uses to read from ~̇U are used by
the adjoint code to read from ~̄R, and the indices used by the tangent-linear code to write
to ~̇R are used by the adjoint code to write to ~̄U. This results in an adjoint code that, in
each iteration, computes
~̄Uζ← (∇F)ζ,ζ · ~̄Rζ+
∑
ν∈nde2neigh(ζ)
(∇F)ν,ζ · ~̄Rν. (5.6)
The adjoint computation in (5.6) requires the coefficient (∇F)ν,ζ of the Jacobian ma-
trix, while the corresponding iteration in the tangent-linear code (5.5) requires (∇F)ζ,ν.
The following conditions ensure that the transpose coefficient can be computed with
information that is locally available in each restructured adjoint iteration.
Definition 4. Separability, permutability. A loop body is called separable if it






In particular, this means that derivatives of that function with respect to the input
from any neighbour ν1 do not depend on the value at any other neighbour ν2.
A loop body is called permutable if it uses the same function f for all neighbours.
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Multi-activity differentiation as shown in Chapter 4 can be used to differentiate f
separately for each input. In forward mode, derivatives of
w ← f (v1,v2)
with dependent output w, where either only the first input v1 or only the second input








· v̇2 = ḟ 2(v1,v2, v̇2).
(5.7)








· w̄ = f̄ 2(v1,v2, w̄).
(5.8)
These are needed in the following Lemma.
Lemma 5. For a loop that is reflexive, separable and permutable, each component


















ḟ 2(~Uν,~Uζ, ~̄Rζ)+ ḟ 1(~Uζ, ~̄Rν,~Uν)
)
,





f̄ 2(~Uν,~Uζ, ~̄Rζ)+ f̄ 1(~Uζ,~Uν, ~̄Rν)
)
,
It will become clear in the following why this yields the same result as the standard
adjoint code in Algorithm 6. Every iteration ζ in the standard adjoint code directly







In addition, the iteration in the standard adjoint code makes contributions to ~̄U at the
neighbour nodes in nde2neigh(ζ). Because of the reflexivity, any contribution to ~̄Uζ must
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come from these same neighbours. Due to the permutability, those contributions must
be partial derivatives of f , and due to the separability, these partial derivatives can be
computed using only data that is locally available in the input vector ~U at the indices








All together, this yields the result in Lemma 5. Note that the arguments are passed to
f in (5.9) in swapped order, as the centre node of the current iteration is seen as the
neighbour node in the iteration that makes this contribution in the conventional AD-
generated adjoint. The code in Algorithm 5 satisfies the permutability and separability
conditions. If the sets of neighbours satisfies the reflexivity condition and the function f
satisfies the following purity condition, RSMP can be applied, leading to Algorithm 7 or
Algorithm 8.
Definition 5. Purity. A function f is pure if it has no side effects, that is, it
produces no output other than through its output arguments or return value. It can
thus be called repeatedly without changing the program output, which is required to
call multiple specialised derivatives of f . The same property is required for other AD
techniques such as checkpointing. In Fortran, procedures can be explicitly declared
as pure, although this is not required for RSMP to work.
5.3.3 Illustrating example
To illustrate RSMP, it is shown on the mesh from Figure 2.3. The primal reads
~R =

f (~U2,~U1)+ f (~U4,~U1)
f (~U1,~U2)+ f (~U3,~U2)+ f (~U4,~U2)
f (~U2,~U3)+ f (~U4,~U3)
f (~U1,~U4)+ f (~U2,~U4)+ f (~U3,~U4)
 (5.10)
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!$OMP parallel for shared(~U , ~̄U ,~R, ~̄R) private(v1, v̇1,v2, v̇2,w, ẇ,ζ,ν);
for ζ ∈ nodes in mesh do
~̄Uζ← 0;





ḟ 1(v1 ↓, v̇1 ↓,v2 ↓,w ↑, ẇ ↑);
~̄Uζ← ~̄Uζ+ ẇ;





Algorithm 7: Restructured parallel adjoint using forward derivatives.
!$OMP parallel for shared(~U , ~̄U ,~R, ~̄R) private(v1, v̄1,v2, v̄2,w, w̄,ζ,ν);
for ζ ∈ nodes in mesh do
~̄Uζ← 0;




f̄ 1(v1 ↓, v̄1 ↑,v2 ↓,w ↑, w̄ ↓);
w̄ ← ~̄Rζ;
f̄ 2(v1 ↓,v2 ↓, v̄2 ↑,w ↑, w̄ ↓);




Algorithm 8: Restructured parallel adjoint using reverse derivatives.
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+ ∂ f (~U3,~U2)
∂~U2








+ ∂ f (~U2,~U4)
∂~U4
+ ∂ f (~U3,~U4)
∂~U4

Every iteration in the AD implementation of the adjoint model adds the contributions of
a column in the matrix to all adjoint output indices, leading to scattered write access.
For example, iteration 2 is computed in three calls to f̄ , one for each neighbour of node 2,
and affects every entry in ~̄U :







































Using RSMP, the adjoint code is reorganised such that each iteration acts on a single
output element and has scattered read access. For iteration 2, this results in the following





· ~̄R2 + ∂ f (~U2,~U1)
∂~U2
· ~̄R1
] } ḟ 1(~U2,~̄R2,~U1,~R2↑,~̄U2↑)+ ḟ 2(~U1,~U2,~̄ 1R,~R2↑,~̄U2↑)
or





· ~̄R2 + ∂ f (~U2,~U3)
∂~U2
· ~̄R3
] } ḟ 1(~U2,~̄R2,~U3,~R2↑,~̄U2↑)+ ḟ 2(~U3,~U2,~̄R3,~R2↑,~̄U2↑)
or





· ~̄R2 + ∂ f (~U2,~U4)
∂~U2
· ~̄R4
] } ḟ 1(~U2,~̄R2,~U4,~R2↑,~̄U2↑)+ ḟ 2(~U4,~U2,~̄R4,~R2↑,~̄U2↑)
or
f̄ 1(~U2,~̄U2↑,~U4,~R2↑,~̄R2)+ f̄ 2(~U4,~U2,~̄U2↑,~R2↑,~̄R4)
5.3.4 Test cases and results
RSMP removes the need for atomic or critical pragmas, but replaces every call to f̄
with two calls to specialised derivatives of f . The effectiveness of RSMP thus depends on
the effectiveness of the multi-activity approach, and the cost of using OpenMP pragmas
relative to the cost of additional function calls. To investigate whether the method
pays off, it was applied to a structured-mesh Burger’s equation solver. As a reference,
another adjoint solver is implemented using straightforward AD combined with OpenMP
atomic pragmas. The primal and both adjoint solvers are then applied to the BEND
case with 0.9 million mesh cells on the CPU and MIC platforms. The timing results
reported in Figure 5.6 indicate that the reorganisation yields a much faster code than
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Figure 5.5: Speedup on CPU (left) and MIC (right) of primal, atomic adjoint, and
RSMP adjoint code. Baseline timings are obtained by compiling the three codes with
-qopenmp-stubs flag (ignore OpenMP pragmas, but link libraries). Atomic code uses
standard AD plus manually added atomic pragmas. RSMP code uses reorganisation
strategy with two specialised forward-differentiated functions. Primal code uses straight-
forward OpenMP parallel for loops. Scalability of primal and adjoint codes are roughly
equal. Atomic pragmas make the adjoint code slower than the serial baseline if less than
12 CPU threads or 8 MIC threads are used.
the standard approach with AD and atomic pragmas, with a factor of more than 2
on the CPU and a factor of more than 5 on the MIC platform. This shows that, at
least for relatively cheap functions f , the code duplication caused by repeated calls to
specialised derivatives is significantly cheaper than atomic pragmas. The speedup shown
in Figure 5.5 demonstrates that the adjoint solver generated using RSMP scales as
well as the primal code on both CPU and MIC platforms, while the code using atomic
pragmas scales poorly.
5.3.5 Applicability of RSMP
The reflexivity, separability, permutability and purity requirements can preclude the use
of RSMP in practice, which is discussed in this section, along with potential remedies.
5.3.5.1 Reflexivity
Care needs to be taken when implementing boundary conditions. For instance, a one-
dimensional PDE solver using a ghost cell approach to treat boundary conditions may
contain a loop that performs read access from all elements of an input vector ~U0 . . .~Un,
but performs write access only to the internal elements ~R1 . . .~Rn−1. This would mean
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Figure 5.6: Best runtime in seconds for CPU (left) or MIC (right), 500 sweeps of Burger’s
equation residual computations on a U-bend mesh with 0.9 million cells. The serial
runtime of the RSMP code is longer than that of the standard AD code. Despite the
duplication of code, the runtime of RSMP is less than twice that of standard AD. In the
RSMP case where two specialised derivative functions were generated by Tapenade, this
is due to the removal of unneeded derivative code. With the reorganisation strategy, the
code runs faster on the MIC system than on the CPU system, and the benefits of RSMP
are much larger on the MIC than on the CPU.
that while there is an iteration that reads from ~U0 and writes to ~R1, there is no iteration
that reads from ~U1 and writes to ~R0, violating the reflexivity condition. This could be
fixed by rewriting the primal code such that the ghost cell also receives an update (that
may be discarded in a separate, sequential loop), or by placing boundary computations
in a separate loop, for which no efficient parallel adjoint is generated.
5.3.5.2 Separability
If the separability requirement is violated, the loop body is some function
f (~Uζ,~Uν1 ,~Uν2 , . . .),
where the derivatives have some nonlinear interdependence, that is, for any two neigh-
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If this is the case, an iteration ζ in the restructured adjoint code can not compute the
contribution from a neighbour ν without also knowing the value of ~U at the indices
corresponding to all other neighbours of ν. This requires that the code generated with
RSMP has access to distance-2-neighbours in the mesh. If the necessary data-structure
is not already available for other reasons, creating it just for the implementation of
RSMP may increase the memory footprint of the adjoint code to an unreasonable extent.
It is also unclear how such a data-structure could be derived by an AD tool during
compile-time.
5.3.5.3 Permutability
Consider a PDE solver that acts on a one-dimensional mesh in which each control volume
has two neighbours l and r. The loop body may be implemented as some function
~Rζ = f l(~U l ,~Uζ)+ fr(~U r,~Uζ).
When computing the adjoint result ~̄Uζ in the RSMP-generated code, it is necessary to
detect which function is used by each of the neighbours to read from ~Uζ. For example, the
primal iteration that writes to ~Rr receives a contribution from ~Uζ through the function
f l . A restructured adjoint code can be constructed as
~̄Uζ =
(




ḟ r,2(~U r,~Uζ, ~̄Rζ)+ ḟ l,1(~Uζ, ~̄Rr,~U r)
)
,
which requires finding the correct permutation of functions (in this case, left and right
need to be swapped). While possible in theory, such a transformation is not easy to
perform in practice without higher-level knowledge. The necessary information could be
gathered at runtime.
5.3.5.4 Purity
If the loop body violates the purity condition, it can not be cloned and called multiple
times without changing the final result. This precludes the use of randomness, input
and output, or global variables.
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Figure 5.7: Reversal of memory access during reverse-differentiation of a code with
fully non-symmetric memory access. The schedule that is used by the primal code to
avoid write conflicts in the output vector ~R can not be used to avoid write conflicts in
the adjoint output ~̄U. In such a case, OpenMP pragmas have to be used to avoid race
conditions as summarised in Section 5.4.
5.4 General case: asymmetric memory access
It can be easily seen that atomic or reduction pragmas can not always be avoided.
For instance, consider a parallel primal loop where each iteration concurrently reads
from some active scalar variable v and writes its contribution to its own index in an
output vector ~R. Any adjoint implementation must gather the derivatives of all these
loop iterations in a scalar adjoint variable v̄, and this requires some synchronisation
between threads to avoid race conditions. In some cases, it is possible to mix different
parallelisation strategies. Consider a primal that has symmetric memory access for one
input and one output vector, and in addition, reads from an active scalar. SSMP could be
applied to parallelise the symmetric portions of the memory access, and a reduction
pragma could be used for the adjoint of the scalar variable.
For completeness, Table 5.3 summarises the correct reverse-differentiation of parallel
OpenMP loops that are neither symmetric nor reflexive. This can also be found in more
detail in the literature [49, 50].
Primal variable scope Scope of corresponding adjoint variable
private private
firstprivate reduction
lastprivate shared (only first reverse iteration writes)
reduction firstprivate
shared write shared read
shared read atomic / critical/ reduction
Table 5.3: Rules for adjoint OpenMP, showing the correct scope of adjoint variables
(right), based on the scope of their corresponding primal variables (left). The previously
presented special cases (SSMP and RSMP) affect only the treatment of shared read




Unsteady flow is an important feature of many technical systems. While time-dependent
effects are sometimes neglected and steady-state simulations can be accurate enough
for some practical purposes, it is often necessary to resolve transient flow behaviour, for
example if transient effects are a crucial aspect of the system performance, such as in
the simulation of wind turbine gust response, or flow in internal combustion engines.
Another reason can be that the desired simulation accuracy can only be achieved when
taking into account unsteady effects, for example in the simulation of turbine blades
or aircraft wings (especially in high-lift configuration) [98]. Transient effects can have
a large influence on the sensitivities even if a steady simulation is accurate enough to
evaluate the cost function.
While unsteady simulations are becoming increasingly common in industrial appli-
cations, unsteady adjoint methods are not yet widely used. Unsteady adjoints can either
be computed in frequency space [115], requiring periodic flow behaviour, or in temporal
space [136], requiring the storage of the full flow history. Although unsteady adjoints
have been studied, for example in the optimisation of flapping air foils [98], the memory
requirement is prohibitive for most use cases, especially on accelerators such as GPUs or
XeonPhi cards.
The memory requirements can be mitigated using, for example, the REVOLVE
checkpointing algorithm [67]. With this approach, snapshots of the flow state are stored
only at carefully chosen time steps. When needed, the primal computation can be
resumed from these time steps to recompute flow states that have not been stored. While
this reduces the memory footprint, the recomputations increase the computational cost.
An alternative approach is to use data compression [154], which also reduces storage
requirements at the cost of increased computations. If lossless compression methods are
used, storage savings are limited [132].
This work investigates coarse checkpointing, a novel approach that, unlike general-
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purpose data compression methods or checkpointing schemes, saves memory without
increasing the computational cost, and allows a tradeoff between accuracy and memory
footprint, without requiring significant additional computations. The method works
by discarding some of the data that would otherwise be stored. During the adjoint
computation, the missing data is approximated using a low-cost interpolation scheme. It
is demonstrated that this approach can yield adjoint derivatives with an accuracy that
is sufficient in some applications, and at the same time reduces the memory footprint
to a fraction, with almost no computational cost. The method also reduces the amount
of data transfers to and from memory, which is especially important if the computation
is running on an accelerator, but the flow trajectory is stored on a host machine or an
external storage system.
Another challenge for unsteady adjoint optimisation is that the adjoint field may
never converge if the flow is chaotic, see [168], or if the cost function is not smooth
enough, see [94]. It is shown in this chapter that the checkpoint coarsening can have
a stabilising effect on the adjoint field for cases with complex unsteady behaviour, and
may help in removing chaotic effects from the sensitivity computation.
6.1 Method description
An unsteady flow solver, such as stamps outlined in Algorithm 1, stores the flow state at
every physical primal time step, and loads it again at the corresponding adjoint time
step. This can happen either in fast volatile memory (which is mainly limited by the
available space, e.g. less than 8 Gigabytes on the MIC system), or on a hard drive or
solid state drive (which is mainly limited by the bandwidth of the connection between
MIC and storage system and the write speed of the storage device). In either case, it is
desirable to reduce the amount of data that needs to be stored or loaded. Conceptually,
this can be implemented by replacing the procedures that store and load checkpoints,
referred to as store() and load(), by augmented routines that perform the coarsening
and reconstruction of checkpoints. These augmented procedures are described below
for either spatial or temporal coarsening. It can be beneficial to combine spatial and
temporal coarsening, as illustrated in the example in Section 6.1.3.
6.1.1 Temporal coarsening
One can distinguish between coarsening by sampling and averaging. Both use the same
method to reconstruct the approximate flow trajectory from the stored checkpoints
through interpolation, but differ in the way in which the trajectory is coarsened for
storage.
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if t ∈Ts then
store(~U t);
end
Algorithm 9: temporal sampling








Algorithm 10: temporal averaging





return ~U−+ t−t−t+−t− · (~U+− ~U−);
end
Algorithm 11: temporal reconstruction
For coarse sampling, the storage procedure selects certain snapshots worth storing,
which are denoted by the set of stored time steps Ts which are a subset of all time steps T .
In the simplest incarnation of this method, Ts contains every ct-th time step for some
fixed temporal coarsening ratio ct, see Algorithm 9. In some cases it may be beneficial to
vary the checkpoint density over time, e.g. to capture a particular phenomenon with a
higher accuracy. All checkpoints that are not in Ts are discarded. With this, one obtains
a compression ratio ‖T ‖/‖Ts‖ = ct. For temporal averaging, instead of a particular
snapshot, the average flow field over a certain time range is stored. For example, to
compress the trajectory by a factor of ct, the method computes the average over ct time
steps and stores them in a single snapshot, see Algorithm 10. In any case, checkpoints
that have not been stored need to be reconstructed. If linear interpolation is used,
any time step t ∈T can be reconstructed from the closest stored time steps just after
and before t, referred to as t+ and t−, with the linear interpolation implemented in
Algorithm 11.
One could use higher order interpolation, taking into account more of the surrounding
stored time steps. However, such a high-order reconstruction is still a linear combination
of stored checkpoints (albeit with a smoother transition between coefficients). Because
of this, flow states that are lost in the compression process can not be reconstructed
regardless of the interpolation order, which results in “jumping” flow features if the
gap sizes are too large. It may be beneficial for accuracy to use more advanced schemes
that use feature tracking, as it is done for example in video compression. However,
such methods would increase the computational cost, possibly even more so than using
REVOLVE checkpointing.
6.1.2 Spatial coarsening
Spatial coarsening can be used to store a low-resolution flow state at each time step.
While spatial and temporal coarsening are conceptually similar, their implementation is
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not, at least for CFD solvers operating on unstructured meshes, as there is no obvious
way to perform a uniform coarsening in space, and the mesh connectivity needs to be
taken into account to gather the data from nearby cells.
Fortunately, CFD solvers that make use of the multigrid approach already have
all the necessary routines in place to perform spatial coarsening and interpolation. A
thorough discussion of multigrid methods is beyond the scope of this work and can be
found for example in [20], but their general operation can be summarised as follows.
Iterative solvers typically remove high-frequency error modes quickly, but can not effi-
ciently remove low-frequency errors. Multigrid solvers work around this by restricting
the solution to a coarse mesh, on which these errors modes can be removed with fewer
iterations. The so-obtained update is prolonged back to the fine mesh, where the remain-
ing high frequency error modes are removed. If the coarse system is itself restricted in a
sufficiently deep sequence of increasingly coarse meshes, the number of required solver
iterations becomes almost independent of the number of cells in the fine mesh.
Consider a fine mesh with N cells and a coarse mesh with N c cells. The operator
that restricts a state from the fine to the coarse mesh can be expressed as a matrix
~MR ∈RN c×N . Likewise, the prolongation can be expressed as ~MP ∈RN×N c . In stamps, the
prolongation matrix ~MP contains in each row i the interpolation coefficients for certain
nearby coarse control volumes that are close to the fine control volume i. As a result, the
value that is assigned to each fine control volume is a linear combination of values of
nearby coarse control volumes, see Figure 6.1 for an illustration. The coefficients are
constructed such that linear fields are exactly preserved by the prolongation, and all
coefficients are non-negative. The restriction matrix is the transpose prolongation matrix.
Although the restriction and prolongation operators were designed and implemented
as part of the multigrid solver, they can be reused as a cost-effective data compression
(Algorithm 12) and reconstruction (Algorithm 13), yielding a spatial coarsening ratio of
cx := NN c .
6.1.3 Illustration: Interpolation in space and time
This section illustrates the effects of coarse sampling, temporal averaging, spatial av-
eraging, and a mix of spatial and temporal averaging on a small example. Consider a
bump that is transported with a constant velocity and is given by
r = x− t+ 1
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Figure 6.1: During multigrid prolongation, the value at the fine node (shown with a
big dot) is computed as a linear combination of the value at the nodes that are part
of the containing coarse element (shown with big squares). The weights for this linear
combination depend on the distance between the fine and coarse nodes.
U ct ← ~MR ·Ut;
store(U ct );
Algorithm 12: spatial averaging
U ct ← load(t);
Ut ← ~MP ·U ct ;
return Ut;
Algorithm 13: spatial reconstruction
which has a compact support at [t− 12 , t+ 12 ] due to the first part of the function, and
a noisy small scale structure due to the high frequency second part. This allows the
observation of smoothing properties of the interpolation methods used in this work in
Figure 6.2.
Over a range of [0,10] for both time t and space x, coarsening is used to reduce the
storage size of the trajectory to 116 th of the original size. A mix of temporal and spatial
averaging is also used to achieve the same 116 overall reduction, by reducing the temporal
and spatial resolution each by 14 . The example shows that, as expected, coarse sampling
exactly preserves the function at the selected time steps. However, the interpolation
produces a poor approximation of the intermediate states. In this example, intermediate
positions of the bump are not recovered, and instead the bump “jumps” from one position
in space to the next, and the interpolation result contains several weak bumps at the
locations where the bump was in the surrounding stored checkpoints.
The averaging methods (both in time and space) lead to a smoother transition
between states. However, the methods cause artificial diffusion that removes the peak
values and all high-frequency modes from the field, and the original flow field can not be
exactly recovered anywhere or at any time. A mix of temporal and spatial averaging looks
most promising, as the same data compression ratios can be achieved with a relatively
high resolution in both time and space. In this example, coarsening time and space by
a factor of 4 each results in a total compression ratio of 16, but with fewer losses in
accuracy than the other tested methods.
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Figure 6.2: Illustration of temporal and spatial coarse checkpointing, using an irregularly
shaped bump that is transported at a constant velocity through the space-time-plane.
Top left: Original bump function travelling in positive spatial direction with constant
velocity, and shows up as a straight line in the space-time-plane shown here. The profile
of the bump is shown on the far right of the page.
Top right: Coarse temporal sampling preserves the bump profile at selected time steps,
but interpolation based on these samples does not yield a good approximation.
Middle left: Original function, horizontal stripes indicating time ranges used for tem-
poral coarsening, and vertical stripes showing ranges used for spatial coarsening.
Middle right: Coarse temporal averaging eliminates all high frequencies from the bump
and significantly reduces the peak amplitude of the bump. The reconstructed field is less
noisy than that created by temporal sampling.
Bottom left: Coarse spatial averaging has a similar effect as coarse temporal averaging.
Bottom right: Combined spatial and temporal averaging can achieve a closer approxi-
mation of the original function than the other approaches tested here, while using the
same amount of memory for the stored checkpoints.
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6.2 Accuracy case study
The RAE2822 test case is used to demonstrate the effectiveness of checkpoint coarsening.
Unsteady flow with vortex shedding is simulated with a reference time step size ∆t = 1 ms
which corresponds to ca. 70 checkpoints for each shedding period. Coarsened trajectories
are created from the reference primal trajectory using coarse sampling: For the setup
with a coarsening ratio of ct = 2, flow states at even time step numbers are discarded, and
reconstructed using linear interpolation from the nearest odd time steps. By increasing
the number of discarded time steps, one similarly obtains coarsening ratios of 4, 8, 16, 64
and 256. The adjoint solver operates on this reconstructed trajectory using a numerical
time step size of ∆t. For comparison, another set of primal results is generated using
larger primal time step sizes of 2∆t . . .256∆t.
The time-averaged cost function J is given by the time-dependent total aerofoil drag
multiplied with a window function ω(t) that is used to make the cost function continuous
in time, by ramping up the weight linearly until it reaches its peak at which it remains









The adjoint accuracy is investigated for three design parameters:
1. Angle of attack: This models a rigid body rotation of the aerofoil that allows only
an adjustment of the angle of attack. Since this hides oscillatory errors in space
and time, it can be used to study overall trends in the adjoint field [95].
2. Surface node displacement: This models surface node displacement in normal
direction, which is common for shape optimisation applications [87, 175]. This
allows an investigation of the spatial adjoint behaviour.
3. Flow control: This models a valve that is off by default, but can inject or remove
tangential momentum just behind the top leading edge. The injection rate can
vary in time and thus allows a study of the transient behaviour of the adjoint
field [13, 69, 76]. The sensitivity with respect to this design parameter is computed
for each time step by integrating the adjoint momentum over a small area around
the valve location.
To compute surface sensitivity and angle of attack sensitivity, one requires a time-
averaged adjoint field. The adjoint field is in this work averaged over a time frame that
is twice as long as the cost averaging window given by ω.
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6.2.1 Reference: Accuracy of primal coarsening
One can also reduce the memory footprint of unsteady adjoint computations by reducing
the resolution of the primal simulation. For example, instead of using a temporal coarsen-
ing factor of 4, one could increase the physical time step size of the primal simulation by
a factor of 4, in both cases reducing the number of stored checkpoints by and the memory
footprint by the same factor. Likewise, instead of using spatial coarsening, one could run
the primal simulation on a coarser mesh to reduce the size of stored checkpoints.
Previous work has found that using a steady solver for unsteady flow leads to wrong
adjoint sensitivities [84, 95], even in cases where the primal results from the steady
solver are reasonably accurate. This indicates that the temporal accuracy of the primal
simulation has a large influence on the accuracy of adjoint derivatives.
The unsteady simulation on the RAE2822 test case confirms this effect. A snapshot
of the flow field is shown in Figure 6.4. Increasing the time step size reduces the variance
and the average drag and lift, and reduces the sensitivity of the drag cost function
with respect to the angle of attack. Above a time step size of 16 ms, the oscillations are
completely removed and the flow becomes steady. Increasing the step size further has
negligible effect. The results are shown in Figure 6.3.






























Figure 6.3: Left: Lift/drag for RAE2822 case with various time step sizes. Increasing the
step size decreases drag, lift, and their oscillations. Right: Adjoint sensitivity of drag
with respect to angle of attack. Increasing the time step size decreases the sensitivity.
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Figure 6.4: Snapshots after 1.5 s (1500 time steps) and 1.52 s (1520 time steps). Specific
entropy, showing strong vortex shedding above the aerofoil with a frequency of roughly





Figure 6.5: Adjoint energy magnitude field after 1.5 s and 1.52 s. A sphere above the
leading edge marks the position of a flow control valve. The flow control sensitivity
results are based on a design variable that is the momentum injection rate in aerofoil
surface tangential direction at this location.
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step/gap dJdα for ∆t
dJ
dα for ct memory reduction relative error
1.0 3612.203084 3612.203084 0% 0
2.0 2541.615522 3612.235254 50% 10−5
4.0 2227.642980 3612.317687 75% 10−5
8.0 1504.326992 3615.459025 88% 10−3
16.0 1288.293729 3612.068629 94% 10−3
64.0 1262.006153 3606.972954 98% 10−3
256.0 1228.272627 3364.129272 >99% 10−1
Table 6.1: Second column: dJdα for different primal time step sizes. Third column:
dJ
dα
for different gap sizes using temporal checkpoint coarsening. Large memory reductions
are achieved with moderate relative errors.
6.2.2 Angle of attack sensitivity
The sensitivity of the aerofoil drag with respect to its angle of attack dJdα is computed
from the time-averaged volume adjoint field, projected onto the aerofoil surface using the
spring analogy model [18], which is a method to compute the relationship between the
displacement of interior and surface mesh nodes. For each point on the aerofoil surface,
the cross product of the sensitivity vector with the vector from the aerofoil center to that
point is computed, and integrated over the surface. The result is shown in Table 6.1. One
observes that the sensitivity computed with a coarsening ratio of ct = 2 has a relative
error of 10−5 compared to the reference solution, but reduces the memory footprint by
50%. With ct = 64, one obtains a memory reduction above 98%, with 10−3 relative error.
6.2.3 Surface sensitivity
The sensitivity of the aerofoil drag with respect to normal surface node displacement
dJ
d(~x·~n) is also based on the time-averaged surface-projected adjoint field. The results
show that the temporal accuracy of the primal simulation is crucial, as the sensitivities
computed based on a coarsened primal are strongly dependent on the time step size. For
primal step sizes of 8∆t and beyond, the sensitivity on the aerofoil top vanishes, which is
an indicator that the unsteadiness is no longer resolved. The surface sensitivity on the
aerofoil bottom is resolved correctly for large time step sizes and is the only contributor to
the angle of attack sensitivity above 8 ·∆t. Temporal checkpoint coarsening with factors
up to 8 result in surface sensitivities that match the reference result to plotting accuracy,
see Figure 6.6. A more detailed investigation of the errors shows that the error grows
somewhat with the gap size, see Figure 6.7. The largest errors are located on the aerofoil
top, in areas with more intense unsteadiness.
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Figure 6.6: Surface drag sensitivity, superimposed on the aerofoil surface. Top: Results
for different primal time step sizes. Reducing the temporal accuracy leads to a decrease
in sensitivity. For 8∆t and above, the surface sensitivity on the aerofoil top vanishes.
The aerofoil bottom shows a strong sensitivity which is resolved correctly regardless of
time step size. Bottom: Different temporal gap sizes for incomplete checkpointing. The
sensitivities match that of the reference solution to plotting accuracy.



































Figure 6.7: Left: Surface drag sensitivity error along the aerofoil surface. Errors are
larger on the aerofoil top (nodes 50 to 95) than at the bottom (nodes 105 to 132 and 1 to
20). Right: Maximum relative error of surface sensitivity for different gap sizes. The
relative error for ct = 2. . .16 is labeled and, surprisingly, smaller for ct = 16 than for
ct = 8.
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6.2.4 Flow control sensitivity
Active flow control can be achieved with a valve that can inject or remove momentum
from the flow. The sensitivity of the average drag with respect to momentum injection dJdI
shows a more detailed picture of the transient adjoint field, as it is varying in time and
computed for a small spatial area at the location shown in Figure 6.5, and is therefore
susceptible to high-frequency errors in both space and time, as shown in Figure 6.8.
For coarsening ratios 2 and 4, the adjoint momentum results agree well with each
other, and vanish after the cost function averaging window ends. For ratios of 8 and
above, the sensitivity diverges as the adjoint solution is evolved backwards in time. This
growing oscillatory error cancels out in the time-averaging process that was used for the
angle of attack and surface sensitivity studies, and does not seem to impact the results


















Cost function averaging window
Figure 6.8: Bottom: cost function averaging window ω. Top: Sensitivity of drag with
respect to momentum injection above the leading edge, plotted over time for a series
of incomplete checkpointing gap sizes. Adjoints are zero beyond time step 1700, as any
change happening after the window can not affect the cost function. The sensitivity
peaks for a time frame that is slightly longer than the window. The setup with ct = 8
diverges, all other setups match well.
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6.3 Stability case study
While simple cases such as the RAE2822 are stable enough for the unsteady adjoint
field to converge, chaotic [168] or nearly chaotic [141] cases can cause sensitivities to
diverge as the adjoint field is evolved backwards in time. The flow in the BEND case is
sufficiently unstable to trigger such behaviour, with interacting pressure waves reflected
between inlet and outlet, small vortices in the bend, and larger ones downstream.
Spatial checkpoint coarsening, as illustrated for the BEND case in Figure 6.9, does
not only reduce the size of the trajectory, but also removes small-scale turbulent effects. A
snapshot of the flow behaviour as well as of the adjoint field with and without coarsening
is shown in Figure 6.10, and the adjoint snapshot based on the coarsened trajectory is
qualitatively similar to the reference, but with a smaller magnitude.
Figure 6.11 shows that 2 s of physical time, corresponding to 20,000 time steps, are
needed for the unsteady solver to reach a state that is not obviously influenced by the
initial condition. A C∞-smooth averaging window [94] is used to prevent adjoint diver-
gence. Without coarsening, the adjoint momentum is not transported out of the domain,
and the field maintains a similar magnitude after the cost function becomes inactive
and there is hence no remaining adjoint source term. Whether this is due to a numerical
instability or a physical phenomenon is unclear. With checkpoint coarsening, the adjoint
field vanishes as expected, and can be integrated to obtain surface sensitivities.
Figure 6.12 shows the surface sensitivity for the reference and coarsened case. While
the results for different coarsening ratios agree with each other and with previous
studies using steady flow [165], further investigation (e.g. using a finite-differencing test)
is needed to confirm that the adjoint derivatives are indeed correct. The reference result
computed without checkpoint coarsening shows numerical artifacts in the bend geometry
caused by the non-converged adjoint field. This indicates that checkpoint coarsening
can be used to obtain usable results in cases where the adjoint field diverges, in a less
rigorous, but also much less expensive procedure than previously presented [94].
Figure 6.9: Upper half: Fine mesh. Lower half: coarsened with factor 4
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Figure 6.10: Top: Density at 9 s (90,000 forward time steps). Location of control flow
valve shown with dotted white circle. Center: Adjoint energy at 9 s (10,000 reverse time
steps) for reference primal. Bottom: Adjoint energy for cx = 4 case. Qualitatively similar
to the reference field, but with smaller magnitude.
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Figure 6.11: Top: Pressure loss history for a range of 10 s. Center: Cost function aver-
aging window. Bottom: Adjoint momentum magnitude at the valve location shown in
Figure 6.10. The reference field does not vanish. The computation was stopped at t = 3s.
ref cx = 2 cx = 4
Figure 6.12: Surface sensitivity for time-averaged unsteady adjoint field, for reference,
cx = 2 and cx = 4 test case.
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Convergence of differentiated Krylov solvers
Krylov methods are popular for solving large sparse linear systems, such as those arising
in CFD solvers [93]. As discussed in Section 2.3, the implementation of adjoint solvers
requires either that the linear solvers in the underlying primal are differentiated using
AD, or preferably, that a hand-differentiated linear solver is implemented. Both methods
yield as accurate results as the primal solver in the absence of roundoff errors and if
fully converged, but hand-differentiation leads to better computational efficiency.
In practice, accuracy in the presence of roundoff, fast convergence, and reliability
are crucial. Numerous methods have been developed to efficiently solve the linear
systems that arise in CFD. Among them is the Conjugate Gradient method (CG), whose
convergence is guaranteed under certain conditions. Section 7.4 demonstrates that these
guarantees do not extend to AD-generated derivatives of CG in floating point arithmetic.
Linear systems that arise in CFD are often non-symmetric, precluding the use of CG.
Popular methods that work on non-symmetric systems are the BiConjugate Gradient
method (BiCG), a stabilised version of the former (BiCGSTAB), Conjugate Gradient
Squared (CGS), or Generalised Minimal Residual (GMRES). These methods are known
to be less reliable than CG [10, 137, 172], as confirmed by the following quotes (emphasis
on method names added):
“ Few theoretical results are known about the convergence of BiCG. In prac-tice [...] the convergence behavior may be quite irregular, and the methodmay even break down. ”“ This is evidenced by the often highly irregular convergence behaviour ofCGS. [...] local corrections to the current solution may be so large thatcancellation effects occur. [...] The method tends to diverge if the starting
guess is close to the solution.
Barrett et al, Templates for the solution of linear systems, p. 19, p. 23 [10] ”
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“ BiCGSTAB often converges about as fast as CGS, sometimes faster andsometimes not. [If ...] the local GMRES(1) step stagnates, [...] Bi-CGSTABwill break down. This is a breakdown situation that can occur in addition to
the other breakdown possibilities in the underlying BiCG algorithm.
Barrett et al, Templates for the solution of linear systems, p. 24 ”
An exception to this is the GMRES method, for which convergence properties are known,
but do not apply if GMRES is restarted after every k iterations, as is done in GMRES(k)
methods. Without restarts, memory footprint, computational cost and roundoff error
grow with every iteration, which is a particular problem on accelerators.
“ If no restarts are used, GMRES [...] will converge in no more than n steps(assuming exact arithmetic). Of course this is of no practical value when n islarge; moreover, the storage and computational requirements in the absence
of restarts are prohibitive.
Barrett et al, Templates for the solution of linear systems, p. 17 ”
Among other things, convergence speed and reliability of iterative linear solvers depend
on the spectrum and condition of the system matrix, and can often be improved by using
preconditioning methods [12], a topic that is beyond the scope of this work. One might
hope that a method that can be successfully used to solve a primal system will work
equally well on its adjoint system. After all, for a primal system
~A~y=~b,
the adjoint system matrix is simply the transpose of the primal system matrix as in
~AT~̄b = ~̄y.
As a consequence, both system matrices have identical spectral properties, condition
number, size, and number of nonzero entries. This is sometimes mentioned in the
literature as a key advantage of the discrete adjoint method over continuous methods [61],
and discrete adjoint CFD solvers are routinely developed under the assumption that the
convergence rate for the primal and adjoint systems are identical [39, 57].
While this may be true most of the time in practice, the lack of formal convergence
guarantees for most iterative solvers means that there is also no guarantee that the
adjoint system can be solved as quickly or reliably as the primal system, and indeed,
counterexamples can easily be found. Section 7.2 demonstrates on a matrix that arises in
practical CFD applications, that most iterative linear solvers break for certain right hand
side vectors. Furthermore, it shows that solvers may converge well for a given matrix
and right hand side, but break down if the system matrix is transposed. Section 7.3
presents a detailed analysis of this phenomenon using a 2×2 matrix.
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7.1 CG and BiCG
CG and BiCG are briefly discussed here, as they are used in the following test cases, form
the basis of the related BiCGSTAB and CGS methods, and illustrate convergence and
breakdown. For a system ~A~y=~b with ~A ∈Rn×n,~y,~b ∈Rn, CG as shown in Algorithm 14 is
guaranteed to find the solution to the linear system in at most n steps in exact arithmetic
if ~A is symmetric positive definite (SPD). In practice, it is often enough to use fewer
iterations to find an approximation of ~y. CG can break down due to a division by zero
if the matrix is not SPD, as the denominator σk may become zero for nonzero p. The
search direction p becomes zero only if the residual is zero and the system is solved. In
floating point arithmetic, CG may break without finding the solution, or may run for
more than n iterations, as seen in Section 7.4.
BiCG (shown in Algorithm 15) is designed for non-symmetric matrices, but conver-
gence is only guaranteed for SPD matrices, for which BiCG and CG behave identically.
For other matrices, BiCG may break down in exact or floating point arithmetic. There
are two breakdown situations [155], known as pivotal breakdown (caused by σ= 0), and
breakdown in the underlying Lanczos process (caused by ρ = 0). One notices that ρk in
CG can only become zero if rk is zero, which means that a solution was found. In BiCG,
ρk becomes zero if rk is zero and a solution was found, but also if r̂k is zero, or if rk and
r̂k are orthogonal. Section 7.3 identifies right hand sides that trigger such breakdowns.
p0, r0 ← b− ~A ·~y0;
for k ← 0. . .n−1 do






~yk+1 ←~yk +αk · pk;
rk+1 ← rk −αk · ~A · pk;






pk+1 ← rk+1 +βk · pk;




Algorithm 14: Conjugate Gradient
solver. The highlighted statements are
guaranteed not to divide by zero.
p̂0, r̂0, p0, r0 ← b− ~A ·~y0;
for k ← 0,1. . . do






~yk+1 ←~yk +αk · pk;
rk+1 ← rk −αk · ~A · pk;
r̂k+1 ← r̂k −αk · ~AT · p̂k;






pk+1 ← rk+1 +βk · pk;
p̂k+1 ← r̂k+1 +βk · p̂k;




Algorithm 15: BiConjugate Gradient
solver. The method can break down in
the two highlighted statements.
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7.2 Solver stability in primal and adjoint systems
This section investigates whether the convergence behaviour of iterative solver methods
on some original system ~A~y =~b can reliably predict the convergence behaviour of the
same solver on the transposed system ~AT~̂y=~b. To make this study reproducible and at
the same time relevant to real-world applications, the system matrix is chosen to be
the STEAM2 matrix, available from the Florida matrix collection [36]. It arises from the
modelling of steam in an oil reservoir, discretised on a 5×5×6 mesh in three dimensions
with four degrees of freedom on each grid point, resulting in a total matrix size of
600×600. The matrix is real, invertible, non-symmetric, not diagonal dominant, with
13760 nonzero entries and a condition number of ca. 106.
For the right hand side vector~b, two options are explored. First, b is randomly filled
with entries in the interval [0. . .1]. Second, b is set to a Cartesian basis vector in R600,
where e i denotes the unit vector in the i-th axis direction. The iterative solver methods
BiCG, CGS, BiCGSTAB and GMRES are applied to all of these systems, and the solvers
are allowed to run for 500 iterations, but generally stall after less than 50 iterations.
GMRES was used with a restart parameter of 30, which is suggested by [7], and used by
default in the PETSc library [8].
For the randomly generated right hand side vectors, the convergence behaviour for all
tested solvers does not vary significantly between different vectors, and the final residual
is always similar for the original and transpose systems. GMRES, BiCG and CGS reduce
the residual by 5 or 6 orders of magnitude, that is, the final residual is smaller than the
initial residual by a factor of 105 or 106 respectively. In contrast, BiCGSTAB stalls after
reducing the residual by only 3 orders of magnitude.
If the right hand side vector is a Cartesian basis vector, the convergence behaviour of
the tested solvers becomes erratic. In Table 7.1, a convergence summary for the first 25
basis vectors is shown. One can observe that BiCG, BiCGSTAB and CGS converge for
some basis vectors, but stall or break down for others. The same right hand side may
work for the original system but cause a breakdown for the transpose system, or vice
versa. BiCGSTAB does not break for any right hand side on the transpose system, but
breaks frequently for the original system. The only solver that does not break or stall for
any of the tested systems is GMRES, at least if the restart parameter is high enough. If
the parameter is lowered to less than 4, GMRES stalls for all cases in which BiCG stalls
or breaks.
In the context of AD, this study shows that convergence of adjoint solvers can not
be taken for granted even if primal solvers converge easily, and that right hand sides
with a certain structure can cause solver breakdown even for reasonably well converged
system matrices that do not otherwise cause problems.
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Figure 7.1: Convergence behaviour, with Cartesian basis vector e6 as right hand side.
Residual reduction differs between original and transposed systems.
BiCG
A 7 7 X 6 6 7 X 6 8 7 X 7 8 7 X 7 6 7 X 6 7 7 X 7 8
AT 8 3 Inf 0 7 3 10 0 7 3 10 0 7 3 10 0 7 3 Inf 0 7 3 11 0 8
BiCGSTAB
A 6 6 X 7 6 7 X 7 6 7 X 7 6 7 X 7 6 6 X 7 6 7 X 6 6
AT 8 6 Inf 6 7 6 10 6 7 7 10 6 7 6 10 7 7 6 Inf 7 7 6 11 6 8
CGS
A 7 6 X 0 6 5 X 0 7 7 X 3 8 6 X 1 7 6 X 0 8 4 X 0 9
AT 8 2 Inf 0 7 2 11 0 7 2 12 0 7 2 11 0 7 2 Inf 0 7 2 12 0 8
GMRES(30)
A 6 7 7 6 6 7 6 6 6 7 6 7 6 6 6 7 6 7 6 6 6 7 7 6 6
AT 8 6 13 6 7 6 10 6 7 6 10 7 7 6 10 7 7 6 13 6 7 6 11 6 8
GMRES(3)
A 6 4 0 4 6 3 0 3 6 3 0 3 6 3 0 3 6 4 0 3 6 4 0 3 6
AT 8 3 13 0 7 3 10 0 7 3 10 0 7 3 10 0 7 3 13 0 7 3 11 0 8
Table 7.1: Residual reduction, in orders of magnitude, where X denotes solver breakdown.
The i-th column shows results for right hand side b = e i. Cases that stall or break down
are highlighted in gray. Inf indicates an output residual of exactly zero.
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7.3 BiCG breakdown analysis
In the following, right hand side vectors that lead to Lanczos breakdown are identified















The matrices are triangular, well-conditioned, diagonal-dominant and invertible. The










 λ1 := 1 λ2 := 32.










 λ1 := 32 λ2 := 1.
If a zero initial guess ~y0 = 0 is used, every step of BiCG is linear in the right hand side.






, α ∈ [0. . .360).
In two dimensions, the right hand side vectors can be visualised as points on the unit
circle, and the solution vectors can be visualised as points on an ellipse that, when the
matrix is applied to them, are projected onto the unit circle. If BiCG does not break
down, it converges in two iterations. This is shown for some right hand side vectors in
Figure 7.2. To find right hand sides that can cause Lanczos breakdown, one can plot ρ
over the direction of the unit-length right hand side vector to identify angles where ρ
becomes zero, as shown in Figure 7.3. With this, one finds that all multiples of 45◦ are
candidates for breakdown. These angles correspond to the eigenvectors of A and AT .
Indeed, when one uses the eigenvectors of A and AT as right hand sides, BiCG
either finds a solution in one iteration, or breaks down. In particular, when solving
A ·~y = b, BiCG succeeds if b is an eigenvector of A, and breaks if b is an eigenvector
of AT . Conversely, when solving AT ·~y= b, BiCG succeeds if b is an eigenvector of AT ,
and breaks if b is an eigenvector of A. This is shown in Figure 7.4. It has been observed
in previous work that BiCG remains remarkably stable and accurate near breakdown
points, as long as the breakdown point is not precisely hit [155]. This was indeed found
to be the case here.
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Figure 7.2: Iterations performed by BiCG to solve A ·~y = b (left) and AT ·~y = b (right),
starting from a zero initial guess, with unit-length right hand sides. The first iterate
is always identical for both systems, while the second iteration finds the solution in an
update step that is tangential to the ellipse.





direction of b vector (angle)
ρ
Figure 7.3: Lanzcos breakdown (ρ = 0) occurs if right hand side is a unit vector in
direction marked with triangles. BiCG behaviour for these cases is shown in Figure 7.4.














Figure 7.4: Breakdown in BiCG if eigenvectors of either A or AT are used as right hand
sides. BiCG steps after one iteration, after which it finds a solution (r = 0), or breaks
down (r̂ = 0). Thick dotted lines show the necessary update that is not performed because
of breakdown. Thin dotted lines show directions of eigenvectors.
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7.4 Differentiated linear solvers and roundoff
Roundoff errors influence the behaviour of linear solvers. Previous work found that the
derivatives of Krylov solvers are more severely affected by numerical noise if they are
computed using AD than using finite differences [112]. This section aims to investigate
roundoff errors in derivatives of Krylov solvers that are computed either using the
high-level differentiation shown in Section 2.3, using AD in forward or reverse mode,
and using finite differences.
The CG method is investigated here, as it is guaranteed to converge and hence after
the required number of iterations, any remaining residual is caused by roundoff. Hilbert
matrices [78] are used, where the n-th Hilbert matrix is
Hni, j =
1
i+ j−1 ∀ i, j ∈ {1. . .n}.
The Hilbert matrix is SPD and therefore CG can be applied. Its condition number grows
exponentially with n, hence it is a test cases that provokes large roundoff errors for
small problem sizes. Its inverse is symmetric, all integer, and given explicitly by
(Hni, j)












Provided that it converges, applying CG is equivalent to a multiplication with the inverse
matrix as in
CG(Hn,b) := (Hn)−1 ·b,
and the tangent-linear and adjoint models are therefore known explicitly as
b̄ = ẏ= (Hn)−1 · ḃ = (Hn)−1 · ȳ.
























Figure 7.5: Left: All methods are correct within machine accuracy on H3. Right: The
primal reduces the residual, as do finite differences and high-level differentiation work
with some delay. AD code fails due to roundoff.
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Figure 7.6: Left: For eigenvector right hand sides that correspond to large eigenvalues
(v9, v10, v11), CG starts to reduce the residual from the beginning. Right: CG with
Cartesian basis vector right hand sides shows delayed convergence.
CG is applied to a 3×3 and a 11×11 Hilbert matrix, with the right hand side arbitrarily
chosen as b = [1,2,3. . .]. Next, the derivatives of CG obtained by high-level forward
differentiation, Tapenade forward and reverse differentiation, and finite differences, are
seeded with unit vectors to compute rows of the inverse Hilbert matrix. The results in
Figure 7.5 show that for the H3 matrix, which has a condition number of 748, the error of
the primal solve and its derivatives drop close to machine precision in the 3rd iteration.
Perhaps surprisingly, the error is further reduced in the 4th iteration, which would result
in a division by zero in exact arithmetic. For H11 (condition number 1015), primal CG
reduces the residual by more than 2 orders of magnitude, while the AD-generated code
fails to produce a meaningful result. Hand-differentiation and finite differences yield the
same final accuracy as the primal, but require more iterations.
Since the hand-differentiated code and finite differences use CG on the original
matrix with seed vector right hand sides, the delayed convergence indicates an influence
of the right hand side on the roundoff error. This can be confirmed by using eigenvector
and Cartesian basis vector right hand sides, which causes a delay in convergence, as
shown in Figure 7.6. The delay is particularly severe if eigenvectors are used that
correspond to small eigenvalues.
To confirm that roundoff is responsible for this behaviour, a symbolic code verification
tool [145] was used to prove the correctness of the CG solver and the derivatives written
by hand and generated with Tapenade under the assumption of exact arithmetic. This
shows that AD-generated code can suffer from roundoff to a different extent than the
underlying primal code, and that the structure of right hand side vectors can influence
the error of solvers that are guaranteed to converge in exact arithmetic.
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7.5 Using adjoint linear solvers in practice
Following the observations on the convergence of Krylov solvers in the preceding sections,
this final section aims to point out their implication on adjoint computations in practice.
Section 7.4 showed that Krylov solvers are particularly affected by roundoff errors
for ill-conditioned matrices and some right hand side vectors. Since the right hand sides
differ between primal and adjoint systems, their convergence behaviour may differ as
well. Roundoff errors can often be reduced or at least detected using higher precision
or interval arithmetic [62], which leads to an increase in computational cost, memory
footprint, and data transfer between memory and processor. For many-core architectures,
it seems more promising to compute certain intermediate results, such as dot-products,
with algorithms that minimise roundoff at the cost of a slight increase in the number of
operations [124]. Such an approach does not require larger floating point numbers, does
not increase the memory footprint or data transfers between host and MIC system, and
could therefore improve the precision and reliability of linear solvers without significantly
increasing the computation time. Using such algorithms from within code sections that
are differentiated with AD would probably require a high-level treatment similar to that
shown in Section 2.3 to retain their error-reducing properties.
As seen in Section 7.3, even in the absence of floating-point errors, Krylov solvers
may break, converge at different rates, or to a different final residual, depending on the
right hand side or transposition of the system matrix. Right hand side vectors with a
particular structure (Cartesian or Eigenvectors) seem more likely to cause problems
than uniformly distributed vectors, and at the same time seem more likely to occur in
derivative computations, for example because of seeding. Further research is needed to
understand the implications of matrix transposition and right hand side structure on the
convergence of Krylov solvers. In the meantime, one could use GMRES with high restart
values, which was found to have a predictable behaviour as shown in Table 7.1, or direct
solvers. If the computational cost or memory footprint of such methods is not acceptable,
transformation techniques or preconditioning could be used to avoid difficult-to-solve
right hand sides. Note that such an approach would lead to different preconditioners in
the primal and adjoint system.
The chapter serves as a reminder that one can not blindly use the same iteration
number for primal and adjoint linear systems, and it is necessary to use customised
convergence criteria for both systems. AD tools could be improved to provide more assis-
tance in this task, for example by providing building-blocks for high-level differentiation
of linear solvers including callback routines that perform convergence checks. Finally,
there is good news for AD developers: If adjoint results seem wrong or unphysical, or fail




This thesis has the aim of improving parallelism, computation time, and memory foot-
print of adjoint computations performed by code that is generated using reverse-mode
algorithmic differentiation, particularly on shared-memory architectures such as modern
multi-core CPUs and Intel’s many-core accelerator cards. The work resulted in a novel
method for activity analysis, two novel methods for the reverse-differentiation of parallel
code, and a new method for checkpoint compression.
8.1 Activity analysis
The thesis investigates multi-activity differentiation, a refined strategy for static activity
analysis. Based on a context-sensitive analysis and user input, the method employs pro-
cedure cloning and specialisation to generate more efficient derivative code. The method
was implemented in the algorithmic differentiation tool Tapenade and is available from
version Tapenade version 3.11.
It is demonstrated in a case study that multi-activity differentiation can provide
substantial benefits in the adjoint runtime, at virtually no cost in memory footprint. The
cost in terms of derivative code size and differentiation time is significant, but typically
less important than the performance gains in the generated derivative code. While
multi-activity differentiation is shown to improve performance in many circumstances, it
produces unnecessary derivative code in other cases. A user can intervene and manually
use command line options and pragmas to avoid this. In the future, this could be
addressed with a more sophisticated strategy that only creates specialised procedures if
this actually leads to a smaller number of operations.
The specialisation for procedures is possible because each procedure can be accessed
from multiple call sites with different activities. Likewise, a code portion after an if/else
block can be reached with different activities depending on the branch chosen in the
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preceding block. The same holds true for code that can be reached through return,
cycle, goto or similar statements. A specialisation of such code sections was investigated,
but not implemented in Tapenade, as it was found to result in an excessive growth
of derivative code size. If this is to be developed in the future, an intuitive method is
needed so that a user of an AD tool can selectively specialise only certain control flow
blocks. Alternatively, a heuristic is needed that specialises only those code blocks where
specialisation is most beneficial.
If some code sections are not specialised, there can be more than one possible way
to link differentiated procedures to call sites. The current behaviour of Tapenade is
implementation-defined and arbitrary. This could be improved in the future to choose
the most cost-effective specialisation.
Even with the improvements presented in this work, the activity analysis has to
make conservative assumptions, as the precise activity is in some cases only known at
runtime. In the future, AD tools could create specialised versions of certain derivative
procedures, and add statements that decide at runtime which of the created code versions
is most efficient and still legal to use.
8.2 Shared-memory parallelism for reverse-mode AD
The work presents two methods, referred to as SSMP and RSMP, that preserve the
parallelisation of a primal computation and generate an adjoint code that uses the
same parallelisation strategy. SSMP was developed to generate adjoints of unstructured
OpenMP-parallel stencil operations. The method is successfully applied to a fluid dynam-
ics solver that supports shared memory parallelism on multi-core CPUs and many-core
architectures such as the Intel XeonPhi. The parallelisation of the adjoint code that
is automatically generated with SSMP matches that of the primal solver. Since the
computation is structured essentially in the same way as in the primal code, there was
reason to believe that the generated adjoint code would be as scalable as the primal
code. This fact is indeed confirmed in experiments, where the scaling of the parallel
adjoint solver even exceeds that of the primal solver in most cases. Furthermore, it is
demonstrated for a small number of cases that SSMP performs significantly better than
other approaches described in the literature that require OpenMP atomic pragmas or
critical sections.
Prerequisites are defined that have to be met by a parallel loop for SSMP to be
applicable, and the correctness of the generated parallel adjoint code is proven. This
is an important step towards the integration of SSMP in algorithmic differentiation
tools. Since the parallelisation of the primal code is usually the result of careful manual
optimisation, the possibility of generating an equally scalable adjoint code makes SSMP
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attractive for a wide range of applications. In the current implementation, suitable code
portions need to be identified by hand. The build process itself is automated so that
changes in the primal code are correctly incorporated into the adjoint solver.
RSMP can be applied to primal parallel code for which a conventional AD approach
would lead to an adjoint loop that can not be parallelised without synchronisation
pragmas that impair the parallel efficiency. The loops that RSMP can be applied to are
commonly found in structured-mesh PDE solvers. Adjoints generated with RSMP scale
as well as the corresponding primal codes, albeit with a constant-factor performance
penalty that is caused by duplicated calls to specialised derivative procedures. The
overhead of these duplicate calls is shown to be outweighed by the improved scalability,
particularly on accelerators. As an added benefit, if the primal code fits the definition of
a stencil code, the corresponding adjoint codes produced by RSMP are also stencil codes,
which facilitates the use of the many optimisation strategies for this kind of computation,
e.g. [30, 75, 80, 152, 158].
In the future, it would be beneficial to integrate SSMP into an AD tool along with
an automated detection of self-adjoint memory access to make this approach available
to a wider audience. For many practical cases, it is sufficient to detect whether the
same variables are used as indices in the input and output vectors, and whether those
variables are left unchanged between the read and write operations. For RSMP, an
implementation in an AD tool is less straightforward, and probably needs to rely on
some user input or runtime information, at least to ensure that the reflexivity condition
presented in Definition 3 holds.
8.3 Low-cost checkpoint compression
It is shown that incomplete checkpointing is a straightforward and effective way of reduc-
ing the memory footprint of unsteady adjoint calculations. Incomplete checkpointing can
be implemented by leaving gaps in the stored flow trajectory, with an effect on the sensi-
tivity accuracy that is acceptable for many industrial cases even for relatively large gap
sizes. This makes incomplete checkpointing worth considering as an alternative to lossy
checkpoint compression, as it has a low computational cost and is straightforward to
implement. Incomplete checkpointing can also be used to reduce the amount of data that
needs to be transferred between an accelerator and the host memory, if the trajectory is
stored on the host system.
The error introduced by storing a trajectory that is coarsened in time is much smaller
than the error introduced by under-resolving the physical time during the primal flow
computation. It is therefore preferable to perform the primal simulation with a fine
temporal resolution and to use incomplete checkpointing, compared to the alternative of
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reducing the number of primal time steps to a number that fits into memory. Spatial
coarsening is presented as a way not only to reduce the memory footprint, but also to
improve the stability of unsteady adjoint computations for simulations of flow at the onset
of chaotic behaviour. The improved stability is the result of the smoothing introduced by
the interpolation, which seems to remove some chaotic features of the flow. It could be
questioned whether the adjoint results based on such a smoothened flow field are still
useful in the presence of chaotic flow. At least in the context of shape optimisation, it is
conceivable that the chaotic effects are only present for some non-optimal shapes, and
that even slightly inaccurate gradients are acceptable if they prevent a breakdown of
the optimisation process.
An error estimation strategy for incomplete checkpointing could help in choosing the
gap size in the future, and to adapt the storing interval during the primal simulation
and the restoration order during the adjoint simulation dynamically, e.g. to capture
some flow features with a higher accuracy. This would probably require a more rigorous
formulation of the checkpoint coarsening and interpolation mechanism.
8.4 Reliability of linear solvers in adjoint computations
Case studies on iterative linear solvers show that errors caused by limited floating point
accuracy can affect the derivatives to a greater extent than the primal solver, and that
convergence of the primal system does not guarantee convergence of the adjoint system
even in exact arithmetic for most Krylov solvers. It is more common to use single or
mixed precision computations on accelerators, as the performance difference between
double and single precision operations is more pronounced on these systems. Direct
solvers or GMRES without restarts are not practical on systems with limited memory,
and most direct solvers do not scale on many-core architectures. However, this work
shows that the available solvers with small memory footprint and high parallel efficiency
can not always be safely used on linear systems that arise in adjoint solvers, and that
rapid convergence in the primal system does not imply convergence in the corresponding
adjoint system.
Further research is needed to identify situations in which adjoint derivatives are
significantly more susceptible to roundoff errors, solver breakdown and convergence
problems than the primal. This would include research on the role of right hand side




While this work presents some progress towards the successful reverse-differentiation
of parallel code, many challenges remain. For functions that do not have a symmetric
Jacobian matrix, and hence SSMP and RSMP are not applicable, AD tools need to resort
to some form of automatic parallelisation, which is known to result in poor performance
in most cases. This could be fixed with some intuitive method that allows user-defined
parallelism such as domain decomposition methods to be automatically built into the
adjoint code.
A method related to RSMP could be used to reorder the contributions to each index
in the result vector in a way that minimises roundoff errors [77]. This could be done in
parallel for different indices of the result vector.
Highly optimised code for many-core processors often uses vector instructions [86],
compute kernels written in other languages [38] or written with vendor-specific com-
mands [111], or software libraries such as BLAS [97] or Intel MKL [167]. It is hard for
AD tools to support all of these developments, and it might be beneficial if AD tools could
be more easily adapted to new languages and software packages, for example by making
them more modular or allowing some sort of high-level scripting to customise the AD
process and introduce new language constructs to the AD tool.
Some problems related to activity analysis, pointer analysis, differentiation of object-
oriented code, and differentiation of parallel code, could be solved more easily with
runtime information, and it might be beneficial to use techniques such as runtime code
adaptation [105] and just-in-time compilation [6] to produce faster derivative codes.
Finally, roundoff errors and code reliability are likely to become an even greater
concern than they already are today. If the original code itself is already difficult to
debug because of the combined use of message-passing, OpenMP pragmas, libraries,
vector intrinsics etc., a user of an AD tool can not be expected to understand or manually
debug the generated adjoint code, and more work is needed to allow at least a partially




Ac activity pattern of called procedure
A set of activity patterns for procedure
Ag generalised set of activity patterns
D set of differentiation heads for procedure
As specialised set of activity patterns
Ags partially specialised set of activity patterns
U set of useful variables
V set of varied variables
k cell face number
Ω control volume
x coordinate vector
xζ cell centre coordinate
xk k-th face centre coordinate
xnk centre coordinate of neighbour cell at k-th face
e mesh edge
c edge colour
l edge left/first node index
r edge right/second node index
edg2nde mapping from edge to pair of nodes that are connected by this edge
N number of mesh cells
ncolours number of mesh colours
nedges number of mesh edges
nnodes number of mesh edges
~n cell face normal vector
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S control volume surface
Sk surface of k-th control volume face
f edge flux (contribution to F for a single edge)
F function to compute nonlinear residual
f l edge flux, left/first node
fr edge flux, right/second node
~P preconditioning matrix for nonlinear system
~R global discrete nonlinear residual vector
t̃ pseudo time step (iteration of nonlinear solver)
~U global discrete state vector









t simulated time (physical time in simulation)
~τ stress tensor
∆t time step size (resolution of temporal discretisation)
kt thermal conductivity
~v velocity vector
ct temporal coarsening ratio
cx spatial coarsening ratio
~MP prolongation matrix
~MR restriction matrix
t− next stored time step for which t+ < t
t+ next stored time step for which t+ > t
Ts set of physical time steps selected in coarsening





J objective function result
m dimension of output vector
n dimension of input vector
nargs number of procedure arguments
rk procedure argument index
nthreads number of parallel threads
ω cost function time averaging
↑ procedure output
P procedure, subroutine, or function in some program
P0 top procedure of differentiation
cin passive input
cout passive output
T primal code runtime (wall clock time)
I∞ last instruction in a procedure
I instruction in a procedure
I0 first instruction in a procedure
Ic callsite, instruction that calls a procedure
I− predecessor instruction
I+ successor instruction
C set of instructions that call this procedure
Cs set of instructions that call this procedure, marked for specialisation
K iteration in loop over edges
M set of memory addresses/set of indices in vector
Min set of read-only memory addresses/set of indices in vector
Mout set of write-only memory addresses/set of indices in vector
v meaningless variable for use in code snippets and examples
S set of variables





nde2neigh list of neighbouring nodes for given centre node
ν array index for neighbour node
w meaningless variable for use in code snippets and examples
ε linear solver tolerance, error after final iteration
~y0 system initial guess
i linear solver iteration
~A system matrix
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APPENDIX A
Overhead of OpenMP constructs
There are various ways of implementing reductions in OpenMP, with the colouring and
atomics in Chapter 5 being just two out of many options. Different implementations
come at a different cost. The overhead of certain OpenMP pragmas has been studied
previously [52], but a case study is shown here that is more applicable to the situation
in CFD codes, and uses a XeonPhi many-core machine.
Consider the following serial program, where a nested loop performs a summation




4 integer :: i,j
5 double precision , dimension (24000) :: summ
6 double precision :: start_time
7 !-----------------------------------------
8 summ (1:24000) = 0.0
9 start_time = omp_get_wtime ()
10 do i=1 ,160000
11 do j=1 ,24000
12 summ(j) = summ(j)+1.0
13 end do
14 end do
15 write (*,*) "Runtime:␣", omp_get_wtime ()- start_time
16 ! prevent compiler from optimising everything away
17 write (*,*) maxval(summ)
18 end program
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Compiled with the Intel Fortran compiler 16.0.2, using the flags -O3 -fopenmp -mmic,
the program was run on an Intel XeonPhi 5110P coprocessor in native execution with
240 threads. The output of the program reflects the time spent within the nested loop in
lines 10−14, in seconds. Runtime: 45.6s
The loop will now be parallelised using different strategies, and runtimes reported.
Reduction pragma
The OpenMP reduction pragma is the most natural way to parallelise the loop. By
default, all variables are shared between threads. The loop counters are explicitly
declared private, and a sum-reduction is declared on summ.
1 !$OMP PARALLEL PRIVATE(i,idx) REDUCTION (+: SUMM)
2 do i=1 ,16000
3 do j=1 ,24000
4 summ(j) = summ(j)+1.0
5 end do
6 end do
Runtime: 0.855, 53x speedup from serial
The reduction pragma requires that each thread will have its local copy of summ that
must be initialised to the neutral element of the reduction operation in the beginning (e.g.
0, 1, true respectively for +,*,.and.), updated as specified by the statements inside the
loop, and finally merged to obtain the contributions from all threads. In this example, the
reduction pragma yields a good speedup, but the local copy of the result array increases
the memory footprint of the program by a factor of more than 200. This is however not
an issue for the above example program, which is small enough.
Parallelising inner loops
Alternatively, one could parallelise the inner loop, and let the outer loop run in serial.
This does not produce race conditions, as the indices accessed by several threads do not
overlap.
1 do i=1 ,16000
2 !$OMP PARALLEL DO
3 do j=1 ,24000
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Runtime: 1.13s, 40x speedup from serial
While this produces the correct result, the parallel do pragma is encountered many
times. Each time there is an overhead, caused by the fact that several threads have to be
initialised.
Synchronising inner loops
Instead, the threads can be started once, and wait for all other threads to finish their
iterations of the inner loop before all threads commence with the next outer iteration, as
shown in the following example.
1 !$OMP PARALLEL PRIVATE(i,j)
2 do i=1 ,16000
3 !$OMP DO
4 do j=1 ,24000
5 summ(j) = summ(j)+1.0
6 end do
7 end do
8 !$OMP END PARALLEL
Runtime: 0.964s, 47x speedup from serial
Critical sections
Synchronising can also be limited to the statements that actually access shared memory
regions. By declaring a critical section that can only be entered by one thread at a
time, race conditions are avoided.
1 !$OMP PARALLEL DO PRIVATE(i,j)
2 do i=1 ,16000
3 do j=1 ,24000
4 !$OMP CRITICAL
5 summ(j) = summ(j)+1.0
6 !$OMP END CRITICAL
7 end do
8 end do
Runtime: 1158, 25.4x slowdown from serial
Critical sections require inter-thread communication and can cause threads to wait idle
before the start of a critical section. In this example, almost all work is performed inside
the critical section and therefore done in serial. The additional synchronisation overhead
results in a parallel program that runs significantly slower than the serial program.
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Other programs may still benefit from critical sections, if the cost of the computations
outside these sections is significant.
Atomic operations
A less general, but less costly alternative critical sections is the use of atomic operations.
1 !$OMP PARALLEL DO PRIVATE(i,j)
2 do i=1 ,16000
3 do j=1 ,24000
4 !$OMP ATOMIC
5 summ(j) = summ(j)+1.0
6 end do
7 end do
Runtime: 3.04, 15x speedup from serial
In this case, the runtime environment must ensure that the operations in line 5 happen
without interference from other threads. Atomic pragmas may not be used for Fortran
vector operations, and only for the following intrinsic functions and operators: MAX, MIN,
IAND, IOR, IEOR, +, *, -, /, .AND., .OR., .EQV., .NEQV.. The speed advantage of atomic
operations over critical sections is not guaranteed by the standard, and depends on
the compiler’s ability to translate the program into machine code that does not use
locks (which are used for critical sections). For older systems or more complex examples,
atomic instructions may be as expensive as critical sections, as reported in [52].
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The dot product test
The dot product test can be used to check the correctness of reverse-differentiated
programs, assuming that correct tangent-linear derivatives are given. Applied to a linear
solver and its derivatives, by definition of the tangent-linear and adjoint models, one
must find that 〈Ȧ, Ā〉+〈ḃ, b̄〉 = 〈ẋ, x̄〉. An intuitive explanation is shown here: Ȧ, ḃ can be
understood as the partial derivatives of P0 multiplied with the tangent-linear seed, and
Ā, b̄ are the reverse-accumulated partial derivatives through solve and P∞ multiplied
with the adjoint seed. Multiplying both parts yields the product of the derivatives of
the entire program and both seeds. Likewise, ẋ holds the forward-accumulated partials
through P0 and solve, whereas x̄ holds the reverse-accumulated partials through P1,











Multi-activity differentiation without benefits
The adjoint computation for a with useful results x, y and varied inputs x, y, z requires
the same number of operations with or without multi-activity differentiation.
1 subroutine a(n,x,y,z)
2 integer :: n






9 integer :: n
10 real , dimension(n) :: u,v
11 u(1) = u(1)+v(1)
12 v(1) = u(1)
13 end
Differentiation with Tapenade without multi-activity differentiation (using command
line flags -b -head "a(x y)/(x y z)") results in the following.
1 ! Differentiation of a,
2 ! useful results: x y, varying inputs: x y z
3 SUBROUTINE A_B(n, x, xb, y, yb, z, zb)
4 ...
5 zb = 0.0 ! this instruction is removed by multi -activity
6 CALL F_B(n, y, yb, z, zb)
7 CALL F_B(n, x, xb, y, yb)
8 END SUBROUTINE A_B
9
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10 ! Differentiation of f,
11 ! useful results: u v, varying inputs: u v
12 SUBROUTINE F_B(n, v, vb, u, ub)
13 ...
14 ub(1) = ub(1) + vb(1)
15 vb(1) = ub(1)
16 END SUBROUTINE F_B
With multi-activity differentiation (command line flags -b -specializeActivity "%all%"
-head "a(x y)/(x y z)"), the output is the following. Note that the specialised routine
F_B0 has an additional zeroing statement, which makes the zeroing in A_B unnecessary,
but has no beneficial effect on the number of operations performed by this program.
1 ! Differentiation of a,
2 ! useful results: x y, varying inputs: x y z
3 SUBROUTINE A_B(n, x, xb, y, yb, z, zb)
4 ...
5 CALL F_B0(n, y, yb, z, zb)
6 CALL F_B(n, x, xb, y, yb)
7 END SUBROUTINE A_B
8
9 ! Differentiation of f,
10 ! useful results: v, varying inputs: u v
11 SUBROUTINE F_B0(n, v, vb, u, ub)
12 ...
13 ub = 0.0 ! instead , this one is created.
14 ub(1) = ub(1) + vb(1)
15 vb(1) = ub(1)
16 END SUBROUTINE F_B0
17
18 ! Differentiation of f,
19 ! useful results: u v, varying inputs: u v
20 SUBROUTINE F_B(n, v, vb, u, ub)
21 ...
22 ub(1) = ub(1) + vb(1)
23 vb(1) = ub(1)
24 END SUBROUTINE F_B
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Encapsulation and multi-activity: example















The derivative procedure ḃ must initialise ẏ, even though y is not used or visible inside
the primal procedure b. In an object-oriented setting, y could be declared as private,
while ẏ must be public. At the time of writing, Tapenade is unable to differentiate this
code correctly without using multi-activity differentiation. Following the discovery of
this problem, it displays a warning message, asking the user to change the adjoint code
manually.
The following command line flags can be used to correctly differentiate the above
example with Tapenade in forward mode.
-d -specializeActivity "%all%" -head "f(x y)\(x y) b(x)\(x)"
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